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Ravi Matthai Centre for Educational Innovation (RMCEI)

Estabfished in 1986 the Centre is named after Ravi Matthai, the first qu-time Direc-
tor of the Institute who Spearheaded HMA'S entry into a number of priority sectors
in the sixties and seventées. Its objectives are:

To devetofj expertise in institution building and make an impact on management
of educational institutions through research, teaching, training, consulting, and
institution building.

To design and undertake innovative programmes in management education with
special emphasis on training of social entrepreneurs committed to development
of the disadvantaged sections of society.

To participate in institution buitding in identified areas where the underprivileged
as well as independent professionals can generate and manage resources for
sociaf development.

To create a body of knowtedge on institution building to assist educationai
institutions to achieve their goals.
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FOREWORD

This volume presents the "reminiscences" and "refleetionS" of some of the members of

faculty and staff who contributed to the building of the Indian Institute of Management,

Ahmedabad in the early years of its growth. The strengths and prestige which the Institute

enjoys today an: .‘pI-imaz'ily due to the efforts they and many others made during those

formative, crucial years to build it as an institution of excellence.

The collection is incomplete in the sense it does not contain the reminiscences,

retrospections, of several cotleagues who played a critical role in building the Institute.

Some have passed away and therefore not reachable any more. Some could not respond

to our request because of more pressing demands on their time. Some we could not

persuade to wn'te and contribute to this volume. The collection is incomplete in another

sense. It captures the Institution Building experiences, events and processes from pre-

formative clays - when the founders were exploring various alternatives to establish-

appropriate, collaborative institutionai linkages - through the early or formative years:

1962 to mid-seventies. It is for this reason that we have labelled the publication 35'

Volume I. The intention is clear: to bring out ahother volume documenting the Institution

Building efforts and experiences from mid—seventies onward.

Of the eleven essays presented in this volume two are reproduced from an earlier RMCEI

publication containing Ravi J Matthai’s Occasional Speeches and Writings (11M,

Ahmedabad, 1989). Together, the eleven essays capture the vision, ethos and concerns

which guided the establishment and growth of IIMA in the early years; the efforts made

and the role played by the Board, the directors, and the faculty and staff to translate the

vision into action; the values, attitudes and norms that they sought to promote; the

practices, tratiitions ahd culture that grew in response and stimulated the growth of the

Institute. The essays vary in styie and scope. The spectrum is indeed wide and large as

can be seen from the tiLies of the essays. It is hoped one will read not only the titles but

the essays too to gain better understanding of the process and efforts that shaped the

growth of the Institute.



 

The idea of bringing out this volume was conceived by Prof TV Rao. Besides the authors

whose contn'butions ai'e inctudeci in the volume, he contacted several prospective

contributors - both past and present faculty and staff. But for his relentless pursuit and

persuasive skilis it woutd have been difficult to bring out the volume. As he wanted to

collect at least fifteen of the twenty. "18 experiences" he had sought, he waited patiently

hoping to reach the target in course of time. But he also had other promises to keep. One

of these necessitatedgin his taking long leave to undertake and complete a research

assignment at the Institute of Development Studies, Sussex. Before he left for Sussex he

requested me to bring out the publication once the target was achieved. As this did not

happen even after several months of his departure, we felt it would be useful to bring out

the coilection of eleven "EB experiences" as Voiume. I and plan for another to cover the

subsequent phases of IIMA’S growth.

We hOpe the collection presented in this volume will encourage and motivate faculty

coileagues, staff and others who have been actively involved in building the institute or

who have observed the various facets‘ of its growth and working will respond

enthusiasticaily when we approach them for their contributions for the next volume.

Ahmedabad

3lst March 1993 ' Ranjit Gupta



 
 

THE UNDERLYENG BASES 0F HMA ORGANIZATION

Ravi J Matthai

The building of an educational institution is often an act of faith and the expression of that

faith is in a philoSophy on the basis of which those who build such institutions act. The

initial assumptions that are made are simple and sound naive. At IIMA it was assumed

that knowledge must be used and that it should be characteristic of this Institute that its

eoncem was with the. application of knowledge. For this to be so, the Institute must

produce knowledge that can be used, it should disseminate the knowledge to those who

can use it and should help those who have received such education to use that knowledge.

Such a statement makes it necessary for the institution to involve itself in the three major

activities of research, teaching and consultihg-cum-extension work.

It was believed at EMA that the use of knowledge in the practising world would cause

changes for the better in the processes of managing organized activities. If it was

accepted that the Institute’s work would resuit in changes outside, then the Institute itself

must have a cuiture of innovation and change. This could best be achieved by trying to

provide within the Institute a sufficiently high degree of freedom so that individual and

group creativity would have the gIeatest chance of expression. If freedom is not to

degenerate into license, there must be a discipline within the academic community of the

Institute. But it was believed that such discipline should be self-imposed and not thrust

upon the faculty by hierarchical authority. It was felt, therefoze, that norms should evolve

in a self-regulating community rather than having large volumes of rules and regulations

which would constrain individuai behaviour. The working of such a culture, therefore,

rested on the selection of competent and balanced people capable of such sophisticated

behaviour. The basis of the Institute's internal functioning, therefore, was to give the

faculty the freedom to act, trust them to do their job well, provide facilities for this to be

accomplished and to evaluate their performance.

It was assumed that if the Institute, in endeavouring to apply knowledge, was to make a

 

'9‘ A note to Prof Dwijendra Tripathi of IIMA, 5 June, 1973.
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substantial impact, this impact would be greatest if it were the combined result of all

activities. This would be the case if the three major activities of research, teaching and

consulting/extension reihforced one another. Such a reinforcement would be most feasible

if it occurred within the individuals undertaking such activities. These assumptions

determined the Institute’s policy that every individual faculty member would undertake all

the three activities and consequently the notion of separate divisions for each activity. was

rejected.

In the application of knowledge to organised activity the market for such knowledge was

not confined to industry. It was believed that this knowledge would find application in

any sector of organised activity that require planning, the maldng of decisions, and their

implementation. However, it was accepted that if the Institute were to work on all sectors

of the country’s economy it would spread itself too thin. Seven sectors were, therefore,

chosen on the basis of which the Institute would deliberately develop and plan activities.

The sectors were chosen on the basis of national priorities and mutual intersectoral

dependence. Five operating sectors which were chosen were industry, agriculture,

banking, government systems, and trade unions.

In agriculture the emphasis was on the management of national agricultural policies from

the capital of the centre and states to the farm, and from the farm to the customer. Farm

management was excluded since a considerable amount of work was being done on this

by agriculture} universities. The endeavour was to view the various aspects of agriculture

as coherent operating sub-systems. With the knowledge of these sub-systems the Institute

would later be able to view agrictilture itself as a large coherent operating system.

Banking as a sector is vitally concerned with the operation of all other sectors and so also

government systems. Wherever substantial activities are organised large groups of people

organise themsetves to bargain for a share of a system's resources. It was, therefore,

believed that it was important for the Institute to work on the management of trade unions.

The idea was to work on trade unions as organisations in their own right, with their own

objectives, policies and strategies and to help trade unions manage their own affairs

effectively. The Institute’s approach is, therefore, quite distinct from the usual industrial
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relations field which concerned itself more with the conflict situation than the organisation

of unions. The hope was that if such work could be done with trade unions and the

Institute were to deal with unions as organisations in the same way that it works with

industrial organisations, then perhaps at a later stage it would be able to bring the leaders

of the two organisations together, both as managerially professional people.

The Institute as an educational institution was interested in the development of knowledge

and people. The five operating systems needed knowledge that could be used and people

that could use it. The Institute, therefore, was interested in working on the management

of those sectors which serviced the operating sectors by providing them with such

knowledge and people. These two servicing sectors were research and education. The

Institute, therefore, decided to work on the- management of research systems and the

management of ‘ educational systems.

Thus, seven sectors in all were chosen on which the Institute would endeavour to work

without excluding the possibility of working on other sectors of the national economy

should the opportunities arise and resources permit.

While at the earlier stages some ad hoc and preliminary work might be done on any

sector, the Institute‘s long-term policy was that the development of any substantial

ongoing activity within the sector should be supported by the sector itself. This policy of

obtaining sectoral commitment to the Institute’s work laid considerable emphasis on direct

resource mobilisation and the deveiopment of strong and close boundary relationships. it

was hoped that in raising resources from sectors, the sectors themselves would want a

return on their investment and, therefore, have an incentive to use the knowiedge which

was produced. At the same time field research work and the development of teaching

materials could only be accomplished with the active cohperation of organisations in any

sector. Practitioners in a particulas sector woutd best be able to assimilate ideas of

improved management if these ideas were placed in the context of that particular sector's

operations. If an agricultural administrator knew little about management concepts, it

would be futile to talk to him about the information and control problems of Hindustan

Steel. While it could be said that there was a contradiction between the Institute's
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assumption of the generai applicability of management concepts and its particularized

sectoral approach, this approach was deliberately decided upon on the grounds that at the

early stages of raising rnanagerial capabilities in any sector, the context of that sector was

the most important factor in the assimilation of management knowledge. It was felt that

only after the practitioners in the particular sector had gained a sufficient degree of

sophistication could the experience of one sector be used for learning in another.

Whichever the sector, it change for the’ better were to be brought about in any organised

activity. the Institute assumed that the tnrobability of change wouid increase if the impact

were on many levels of the organisation’s structure. This multi-tiered approach, inherent

in research and consulting work, was incorporated into the design of teaching activities.

The Institute’s strategy. therefore, aimed at alI levels from the potential manager to the top

manager.

It was hoped that improved communication, commonaiity of experience, and better

understanding of the organisation systems would cause each level to reinforce others'

attempts to improve. The development of an increasingly wide package of executive

development programmes reflected the philosophy of integrating levels of management

and integrating the functions of management allowing for a degree of functional

Specialisation and the contextual emphasis of a sector.

An important aspect of the philosophy of the Institute was, therefore, that individual

learning continues until the grave, and ongoing education through executive development

programmes was, therefore, a vital part of the Institute's activities.

The Institute has always felt that the young potential managers who come today for

education would not help the Institute achieve its objectives unless they were placed in

positions where such knowledge could be used. A considerable emphasis, therefore, is

placed on developing opportunities of employment for these young men and women by

deliberate efforts. Its endeavour is to constantly widen the market for these young

management graduates in the hope‘. that eventually they would be able to choose work in

any of the sectors on which the Institute is working.
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IIMA is a very small part of the overall educational and research system in the mummy.

The organisations ate too many, the problems too numerous and diverse, and the sectors

too varied for a single Institute to cover. It was, therefore, the deliberate policy of the

Institute to collaborate wherever possible with other research and educational institutions

that were concerned with a patticular sector, thus increasing the base from which research,

teaching, and consulting activities could multiply. Hence the Institute’s emphasis on the

training of teachers and reseaxchers through its doctoral and other extension programmes.

The long~term vision of this Institute was that working on all these sectors would

eventually result in a sufficient body of knowledge, a degree of acceptability and a degree

of enhanced capability which would allow the Institute to integrate sectoral knowledge

into a view of the total national operating system. Perhaps this still remains a "pipe-

dream'f, but the Institute is young and has a very long way to go.

Very Broadly the philosophy of IIMA has been to start an educational process which will

eventually endeavour to integrate disciplines, integrate academic activities, mtegrate

academic activities with Operations of the real world, integrate knowledge of the working

sectors - and all this taking place in a culture of free and creative expression. The role,

therefore, the Institute sees for itself is one of systematic and creative synthesis.

Vll'xllhhl Sifififi-hh! t’i'BltilRi’
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THE EARLY YEARS OF INSTITUTIONAL DEVELOPMENT

SK Bhattacharyya

My own initiation into the world of management education started in 1960 when I was

nominated by the goyernrnent (or more specifically, the Department of Company Affairs

in the Ministry of Finance where I‘was the Corporate Finance Adviser) to a team of

Management and Accounting professionals headed by Minoo Rustomji to study the

management and financial practices in UK, Europe and USA.

Minoo was at that time the Finance Director of TELCO but his heart was in organisational

development. Contrasted with several of the other senior professional accountants who

were members of the team, he was aware of the emerging role of management as a

discipline in achieving industrial growth. Minoo subsequently wrote a whole series of

popular Management books which reflected, among other things, some of the

understanding and insights we den'ved dining our eight week trip and discussions with a

whole spectrum of managers, management professionals and government policy makers

regarding the need for formal management education and professional development.

One of the aspects which became very apparent to me during this trip was that

management education was unlike the several sociai and natural science disciplines where

knowledge and sleilts were more important than application. This view was strongly I

reinforced during the discussions we had with several members of the faculty of leading

business schools in the US. I was struck by the memendous similarities between medical

and management education when a senior Harvard Business School faculty member

explained how the case method was utilised to marry requiiements of problem solving,

decision making and implementing skills with theoretical knowledge by applying concepts

in analysing real—Iife problems and making managerial decisions for resoiving such

problems. He summed up the rationale for case method by saying that effective

management often requires wisdom based on contextual analysis and insights rather than‘

intelligence alone and quoted the guni of the case method who said that the case method

of learning is an important academic tool “because wisdom cannot be told".



 

 

On my return to home base, I put across my understanding and ideas in a report addlessed

to the Secretary of our Department, Mr DI. Mazamdar. I emphasised that notwithstanding

our formal chatter regarding administration of the Companies Act and the related

profession of accounting, we need to get involved in the process of setting up formal

management education institutions. I felt that this would provide one of the major inpets

in effective indusm'al and business management. Mr Mazumdar, who was a distinguished

member of the ICS, was also an outstanding student at Cambridge who studied economics

under Prof Pigou ahd had a deep (and abiding) interest in managerial economics. Since

the British industry was at that time run by the Oxbridge crowd - often with their

grounding in Greek tragedy or Renaissance poetry - I thought that my report would get an

indifferent reception and be filed like most other reports in government. I was only

mildly surprised when Mr Mazumdar invited me for a long personal chat to discuss the

report - breaking all official protocol and displayed considerable enthusiasm about the

need for formal management education. He readily agreed with me that the Department of

Company Affairs should play the catalyst’s role in Sponsoring such institutions for fonnal

management education but felt that given his strained relationship with the Minister, Shri

'I'I‘ Krishnamabhari, not much could be expected by way of positive action.

I was, therefore, quite surprised when one day Mr Mazumdar sent word that in a couple of

days time, Prof Harry Hansen of Harvard Business School and Dr Kamla Chowdhry (a

distinguished Behavioural Scientist) were coming over to meet the Secretary and that I

should prepare a position paper for his briefing and join him in the meeting. Hairy

Hansen, a senior Harvard Business Séhooi professor, was quite taciturn during the meeting

and allowed Kamla Chowdhry to do all the talking. However, he did mention very firmly

that if the support of the government and industry was forthcoming, Harvard Business

School would be happy to provide academic support in terms of curriculum development,

faculty secondment from Harvard Business School and most importantly, Indian faculty

training and orientation at Boston. During the meeting it transpired that the Director of

the Ford Foundation setup in India, Douglas Ensminger, had promised considerable

support for a whole range of developmental activities including campus construction,

library and faculty development. Mr DL Mazumdar was quite forthcoming in promising

Harry Hansen and Kamila Chowdhry the required government support. He also promised

substantial support to the establishment of the proposed institution when the project was



 

considered by the Ministry of Education.

During the meeting it was mentioned that a‘preiiminasy study of the need for formal

management education in India had been conducted by Dean Robbins 0f the University of

California and that he had recommended that two business schools be setup - one at

Bombay and the other at Calcutta. The study was commissioned by the Ford Foundation

and Robbins' recommendations had been accepted, leading to a substantive Ford

Foundation grant. Hairy Hansen asked about the perception of Indian industry regarding

management education in general and MBAs in particular. He pointedly asked whether

industry would be wilting to employ the products of the new business schools and make

available grants for both capital expenditure and the initial operational expenses. Mr

Mazumdar was a bit stumped by these questions as there was no real information available

in this regard since traditionally Indian industry had identified its managerial needs in

terms of professional qualifications such as engineering, accounting, etc. He ventured the

thought that this would require some developmental work but in the uitimate analysis, the

support of the industry would be determined‘by"th'e"int1‘ih’sio”h'1'6fif and 'capabilities of the

graduates of the new business schools and their distinctive competence in managing the

activities of their respective corporate ventures (as contrasted with the functional

capabilities of Chartered Accountants and HT graduates). Harry Hansen picked up this

comment to say that obviously some seeding effort would be required to demonstratecto

Indian indusu'y the distinctive nature of management education and its practical value in ‘

the context of the business management process.

While the Calcutta Institute got going reasonably soon, with Mr KT Chandy (an ex—

Hindustan Lever Director, who was aiso the Chairman of Pow Corporation of India after

he resigned from the Hindustan Lever Board) as Director, the proposition of locating the

Institute at Bombay did not make much progress primarily because the Maharashtra

Govemment was rather lukewarm inlits attitude and was somewhat reluctant to provide

facilities like land within a masonable distance of the city centze. Dr Vikram Sarabhai,

the distinguished nuclear physicist and businessman - and more importantly Jawaharlal

Nehru’s confidante - came to brew about this and immediately saw an opportunity to have

the location uansferned from Bombay to Ahmedabad. In this effort, he got the unstinted
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support of Kasturbhai Lalbhai, the doyen of Ahmedabad industry who, notwithstanding his

stern demeanour, was wholly willing to do anything that was needed to advance the cause

of higher education. His name was a legend at all levels - be it with the central

government or the state government or industry or the general public at large. He was

revered and respected for his outstanding achievement in textile industry. He was also

greatly admired because of the very significant contribution he had made in setting up a

number of educational institutions by making available large amounts of fund, land and

personal suppbit. The Sarabhai-Laibhai combination was indeed fomidable. I soon heard

from Mr Mazumdar that the Gujarat State Government had made available 70 acres of

land near ATIRA and Ahmedabad industry had promised to raise the required amount of _

funds for putting up the campus. This was a real coup and soon Ford Foundation

announced large foreign exchange grants for not Only the library, campus and faculty

development but also for bringing in Prof Louis Kahn, the Head of the Department of

Architecture at Yale, to design the Institute campus. The Foundation also made available

the services of Mr Balkrishna Doshi, a leading Indian architect located at Ahmedabad to '

work with Prof Kahnvto plan and design the campus and subsequentiy, to construct it.

The government was not willing to be left behind. The state government, in addition to

the giant of the land for campus, promised to provide substantive funding‘as did the

Ministry of Education of Government of India for operational expenses.

The Board of Governors of HM, Ahmedabad was soon constituted with Kasturbhai

Lalbhai as Chairman and Vilcram Sarabhai as Honorary Director with Kamla Chowdluy as

the defacto acting Director of the Institute. Unfortunately, there was some static in the

relationship between Harvard Business School and Kamla Chowdhry with the result that in

many matters Harry Hansen - who was nominated as the Harvard Faculty Coordinator for

providing academic support in terms of the initial academic assistance agreement, did not

always see eye-to-eye in several matters. .

I understood the comment made by Harry Hansen regarding the need for seeding effort

when I attended for a day the three-tier programme which was being conducted by the

Institute at Rambagh Palace Hotel, Jaipur, with the help of a large contingent of Harvard

Business School professors. By this time, the Mazumdar-Ktishnamachaii wrangle had
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come to a head and Mazurndar had decided to'take premature retirement. Since he was

instrumental in bringing me to the Department of Company Affairs from the world of

British managing agency houses in Calcutta, I also started thinking about getting out of

government and doing something which could be meaningful and prodactive. M: KT

Chandy came over to my office during one of his trips to Delhi and enquired whether I

would like to join IIM, Calcutta. My reply was that since I had not resigned from the

government, this would be somewhat premature and that in any case. I had not given a

great deal of thought to entering the world of academics. Dr Vikram Satabhai, who soon

followed, was much more'direct in his offer and said that being part of the initial faculty

group would provide exciting experience and satisfaction. Since I was a "green eyeshade"

accountant, I mentioned toDr Sarabhai that except during the 1960 trip to U.S., I did not

have much first hand Opportunity of understanding the nature and content of management

education. I also put across to him the thought that one could not possibly be a

management teacher unless one was exposed to formal management education. Vilcram,

in his imitable style, immediately invited me to come over to Jaipur and sit in for a day at ,

the three-tier programme sessions to see (and hear) for myself - in the company of India's

senior managers and leading industrialists - what management education really was about.

He also offered to get me into the 14-week ‘pressure cooker’ MBA course at Harvard

(calied the programme for Management Dovelopment) if a seat was available at this late

stage and to make available the foreign exchange funding. I was greatly impressed by the

firmness and the sincerity of Vilo‘arn’s response and decided to go over to Jaipur to see

for myself the three-tier programme. More than 35 years later, it is now possible for me

to see the tremendous impact the three-tier programme made in sensitising Indian industry

to the distinctive conuibution which formal management education could make in making

business management more purposive and productive. It is clear to me now that Harry

Hansen, as an insightful teacher of marketing, realised that you cannot sell a product to

the customer unless the customer himself has "tasted" it.

In Jaipur, I watched with fascination the case discussion relating to strategic dilemma

experienced by a company under the disguised name of International Manufacturing

Company (actually it was the Singer Sewing Machine Company whose name had been

disguised for case writing purpose). The strategic issue before IMC was that since its
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sales had been substantially affected by the lower priced but more versatile sewing
machine from post-war Japan (no doubt with a shorter life than Singer Sewing Machine
which — according to its marketing slogan — you could gift to your grand—daughter), should

it continue with its existing product lines and marketing strategy or should it adopt a
newer strategy which utilises its distinctive competence design and engineering? I can
still remember the puzzled'faces of the captains of industry and senior industry managers
when they grappled with Franklin Folt’s - the Harvard Business School faculty leader of
the Jaipur programme ~ persistent question: What is IMC's "business" and what should
be its "business" given its distinctivecompetence? No clear answers emerged but at the
end of the session it was clearly evident that the kind of strategic analysis based on an
actual case had demonstrated that people trained in strategic analysis would be of great
value to Indian Industry. 'I‘o Harry Hansen and Kamla Chowdhry must also go the credit
of formulating the three—tier concept whereby a team of ’middle—middle manager, a senior-
middle manager and a member of the top management from the same company attended
the programme, thereby forming a nucleus of change agents to induct fresh management .
thinking and decision-making. The programme content (and the duration) of the three
tiers in the programme differed substantially and focussed on skill building, management
planning and control, and strategy formulation respectively. The programme was knit
together by the common thread of the overall organisation reference point, even though the
thrust and content in each tier was different.

After I joined the Institute in mid«1964, I spent hardly three months before I left for
Boston to participate in the Programme for Management Development at HBS. The
Institute didtnot have its own campus. at that time and faculty offices were housed in a
large building on Camp Road in Shahibagh area. During these three months, it was
evident to me that there were very few people in the faculty who had been exposed to the
world of industry and had in—depth knowledge of the business realities. One of the

exceptions was Vasant Mote who was an Operation Research Specialist, with a PHD from

a US University to his credit who had also worked in textile industry. I, therefore, sensed

in some ways that the orientation of many of the faculty members were determined by

their prior academic background. I also observed that except Vikram Sarabhai (who

headed the ?Sarabhai Chemicals and Pharmaceutical businesses) and Kasturbhai Lalbhai,
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who was the head of the Arvind Group of Textile Mills, there were very few in the

Institute who had deep linkages with (industry.

During one of my meetings with Harry Hansen in the initial months of my stay at

Ahmedabad before leaving for Boston in which Warren Haynes of the University of South

California - who had been nominated-tohead the curriculum and faculty development
effort at Ahmedabad was also present r it was mentioned that all faculty recruits would be
put through the International Teachers Piogramme at Harvard Business School for a year
and that the first batch had already returned from Boston. Somehow, I sensed that Harry
Hansen was not overly enthusiastic about the ITP. The reasons were soon clear to me
when I met some of the faculty members who had returned from the first trip. While
nobody said so in Specific terms, the impression that I got was that the whole programme
was unorganised and the participants were treated almost as poor second cousins from the
developing countries. The whole tenor of the ITP was fluid, as the participants neither

had the status of learners in the MBA or Executive Development Programmes on campus
nor were they accorded the recognition as scholars which accrue to those who ape attached
to the doctoral programme. By and large, they were pretty much left to fend for

themselves and had no moorings in the total order of things in the school. Warren
Haynes, being the non-Harvard man that he was, mentioned that the needs of faculty

development. in the context of the specific requirements of Indian. Industry, would be best

met by sustained and purposive case writing and a well designed case teaching

programme. In retrospect, Warren’s judgement was near-prophetic.

We started writing cases which - in so far as the initial specimens were concerned - with

the benefit of hindsight can best be described as "lousy". They were no mime than

descriptions of a problem experienced by a company and were bereft of any finesse or

marshalling of data for developing a coherent perspective, leading to the conclusion that

the problem sought to be analysed, discussed and resolved was not very clear. We still

had not learnt such case writing tricks as "putting the red herring in" so that the person

analysing the case was taken up the garden path. We learnt later that the whole objective

of such carefully planted red henings was to ensure that the case analyst could distinguish

between grain and chaff. We conducted ease sessions based on our amateurishly written
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cases which appeared somewhat half~baked compared to the wonderful short cases which

Warren Haynes wrote based on the Indian corporate situations. = Never was the adage

"practice makes perfect" better illustrated than at the time of our initial case writing days.

We soon gained confitlence and increasingly mastered the craft and art of both case

writing and case teaching to a substantial extent. It appeared to me that the transition

from the lecture method to the ease method was proving extremely painful. to those of my '

colieagues who had come from the world of academia. They could not comprehend how

any teaching could be properly aeatlemic in content when at the end of the session you did

not acquire a set of academic principles and came to a clearcut solution which you could

live with.

If there was any positive fallouts from'the FTP, they were essentially in two areas. The

fear of case based teaching gradually disappeared as at Harvard Business School the ITP

participants understood what a powerful academic methodology it was. The second gain

was derived from the fact that we got a much better feel of the interfunctional nature of

the planning, decision making and implementation processes. This came about primarily

by the participants’ exposure to the business policy and strategic planning courses at HBS.

The third mode of faculty development, in addition to the deputation to the International

Teachers Programme at Boston and case writing, was teaching in the Executive

Development programmes for industry managers. These programmes provided an

invaluable Opportunity of understanding the real—Iife flavour of management problems and

testing some of the management theories and hypotheses against a whole lot of seasoned

managers.

The informal route of faculty development was essentially one of constant interaction

amongst ourselves, joint-course development and, most importantly, quality and content

of the student discussion and feedback during the class sessions. The sum total of all

these processes,' even though they had Ivery different content and inputs, was the

development of individual faculties. This was essentially marked by the process of getting

out of the shell of functional specialisation and looking at the management education

process at a much broader interfunctional level. Those of us who were involved in
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extensive consulting assignments had the considerable benefit of a two-way recycling from

the academic classroom to the corporate marketplace and vice v'ersa. Similarly, those who

participated extensively in applied research projects were able to bring from their field )

research exercises considerable inputs to course development as well as teaching

effectiveness.

An incident which provided a measure of the extent of faculty development in an indirect

way is worth recalling. When I joined the Institute in 1964, one of the themes which the

faculty group constantly discussed was the inherent disadvantages of Ahmedabad

competed to Caloutta where academic luminaries like-Wi‘lliam Kennedy, Shiv Gupta, Ravi

Matthai, Ishwar lDayal, Kamini Adhilcari and Ashok Mitra were members of the faculty.

Each of these persons brought with him or_ her to lIMC a solid professional track record

in a particular functional field. At Ahmedabad, we were deeply awed by the stellar cast

of the Calcutta faculty and bemoaned that we would not be able to attract the right kind of

students or evoke industry and government support due to our lesser luster in the

Curriculum Vitae.‘ It was again Vilcram Sarahhai who helped us confront this myth and

asked us whether our apprehensions and concerns were based on pure academic

considerations or because of the fear of the inadequacy of our insights and understanding

of the management process. He said that the first had no meaning unless it was related to

the second consideration. He, therefore, suggested that we immerse ourselves in the

business stream, try and understand the context of Indian business and then relate this

understanding to the academic process to turn out products who would be more insightful

about management processes rather than turn out to be academic geniuses. In this effort,

Vikram was ably assisted by Warren who illustrated Vilqam’s hypothesis by holding the

view that management-related insights are developed, nurtured and refined by writing

cases, exposingsuch cases to the crit~and-thrust of case discussion and distilling from this

writing and teaehing process new insights and understandings. These were much more:

fundamental in their content and valuable in their application compared to all the theories

available inside the covers of the management books. Adequate testimony to the validity

of Vikram Sarabhai's and Warren Haynes’ deep conviction was soon provided by the very

considerable acceptance of the IIMA products in the corporate world. The doors were

opened in the corridors of government and companies due to the belief that the Institute at
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' - Ahmedabad represented management education which established its excellence at an on-

th¢~ground level rather than "ivory tower" based academic knowledge. This was soon

reflected in the much larger "application to admission" ratio for IIMA and the premium

evident in terms of entry level compensation packages to Ahmedabad MBAs.

This phenomenon had its flip side also. By the early seventies; there were first signs of

complacency amongst faculty which slowed down case writing and course development,

and reverted to the easier path oflknowledge-based teaching. There is also considerable

evidence that the financial fallout in terms of consultancy practice led to the feeling in

some faculty members that one of the rights that accrued to iIMA faculty was the right to

have monetarily. attractive consulting assignments. Amongst the students (who were

suddenly exposed to corporate strategy-related problems, huge investment decisions,

dramatic preduct-mix when they had not crossed the portals of a corporation), some

showed considerable lack of maturity by their job switches which reached phenomenal

proportions. Soon, it began to cause considerable apprehension about the content, nature

and thrust of management education. In partial explanation, it can be said that these

phenomena are not unique to Ahmedabad as it was evident in the case of all successful

business schools be it Harvard or Stanford or Wharton.

However, the short point is that faculty development initiated by Vilcram Sarabhai by

employing a multiple mix of inputs handsomely paid off because of the clarity of purpose,

the pacing of Calcutta and, most importantly, the momentum provided for further

development by "success" itself. From the beginning it was quite apparent to anybody

who had any role in the overall management of the institute that the continuing good

relationship with the Government of Gujarat and the Central Government-were going to

be important determinants of IIMA‘s future success.

Some of the happenings relating to the Calcutta Institute caused anxieties as it was

apparent that the State Government wished to participate in its overall administrative

process. While this desire on the pan of the State Government was wholly

understandable, it had some interesting ripple effects, pattieularly in terms of faculty

attitudes. In having Kasturbhai Lalbhai as our first Chairman, the Institute was extremely
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lucky because his standing with the State Government and locai industry was of such a

towering order that his yiews in relation to administrative matters were invariably accepted

by ail concerned - the politicians, the civil servants and the Institute administration. It was

fascinating to observe Kasturbhai's approach to' all matters relating .to the Institute which

were presented to him for' a decision. His criteria were whether such action would

subserve the objectives of the Institute ,and what was the right thing to do keeping in view

all the circumstances of the case. Whenever there were situations which involved

government agreement or support, it was clear that we had first to Sensure that the

viewpoint taken by the Institute administration met Kasturbhai’s criteria. If that was

indeed the case, we could safely leave the matter with Kasturbhai to take it up with the

State Governmentiand convey it to the concerned Minister and the civil servant that the

recommendations made by the Institute administration should be accepted. This aspect of

the Institute's operations was iliustrated several times in such matters as funding support,

campus construction, formulation of administrative rules and regulations regarding a whole

gamut of Institute’s affairs - such as recruitment of faculty and staff, compensation

packages, perquisites, travel, etc. While the Gujarat Government had nominees on the

Board of Governors; the occasion never arose when the action proposed by the Institute

administration was debated or countered by the Gujarat Government nominees since

Kasturbhai would have ensured that the matter was properiy discussed and a consensus

viewpoint reached informally prior to the discussion in the Board. All this led to a firm

belief amongst the faculty within the Institute and outside that the Ahmedabad Institute

was completely free from political intervegtions of any kind. At no point of time can I

recall that requests were made either by politicians or civil servants regarding admission,

appointments, transfer, contracts or such like matters. In a sense, the Ahmedabad Institute

set a completely new standard relating to the politicai-administrative interface process,

which was outstandingly and refreshingly different from the experience of Universities. If

Kasturbhai’s stature with the State Government was high, his image and acceptance at the

Central Goverhment level was that of anrelder statesman industrialist. His views were

listened with. considerable respect and consideration, and often in contmversial matters his

viewpoints relating to policy matters relating to industiy and business were actively sought

by the Ministers and the senior civil servants.
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The Institute was also very fortunate in having in its initial years Vikram Sarabhai as its

Honorary Director. Vikram was not only close to Jawaharlal Nehru but was greatly

admired in North Block and South Block as a distinguished scientist as well as an

3 institution builder. The major interaction'in the government was the Education Ministry

which provided a very large budgetary grant for the activities of the Institute.

We had representatives both from the Ministry of Education as also its Finance Ministty

set-up in the Board of Governors. It was clear in the beginning that the Education
Ministty ~ used as it was to the administrative climateof the Universities - was somewhat

uneasy with the extent of autonomy and freedom at IIMA from restrictive procedures and

regulations, particularly in such areas as curriculum development, faculty appointment,

faculty promotion, compensation packages, staff travel rules, expenditure sanctions, etc.

However, the Central Government representatives on the Board saw that Ahmedabad

represented a totallynew academic culture and style of operation. This view developed
from not only their own observation but also by the constant briefing of Kasturbhai,
Vikram and other Ahmedabad industrialists. It was their continuous plea that nothing

should be done which would take away the climate of creative and innovative education

sought to be developed in the Institute by imposing on it the administrative format of the

Universities.

This posed a problem because if the Institute was to grant degree to its graduates, it would

have to fall in line with all the legal procedures prescribed for University operations with

its multiple tier decision making and vulnerability to political-administrative action.
Kasturbhai was the fimt person to suggest that the answer obviously was not to opt for the

degree granting status with all its attendant restrictive I requirements. He posed the

problem as "Why can’t the Institute have enough confidence in its educational system that

the products would be known for their quality rather than the degrees after their name?"

Several of my colleagues who had come from the University stream were somewhat

disturbed by this proposition as in theii' view, being a post-graduate Institution, granting of

degree must he an inherent function of the institute. Kasturbhai, Vikram and subsequently

Ravi Matthai were able to convince all of us — including the students - that opting out of

the degree granting status 'was the best alternative arrangement if we were to maintain an
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innovative educational climate at Ahmedabad. It was their view that content was more

important than form. This view prevailed, and to this day, the graduates of the Institute

only have a‘diploma and no degree, though some of them add a seifwstyled MBA after

their name (as is widely known, they only get a post-graduate diploma in business

administration on their graduation). All of us know now — more than a quarter century

later — how prophetic and wise were the decisions of the early leaders of the Ahmedabad

Institute in making this brave decision. The alternative scenario of ,what would have

happened to Ahmedabad if it had agreed to degree granting status and subjected itself to

the crippling administrative procedures relating to Universities is almost nightmarish in its

connotation.

(One of the major concerns of the Institute in early 1966 was the question of placement of

the first group of IIMA graduates. However. at that time there was no placement office

and nobody in‘the Institute‘had any inkling about the manner and process of finding

placement for business school graduates: It was clear that the kind of placement that our

graduates obtained would affect the future activities of‘ the Institute in two different ways.

If the companies recruiting our graduates were not of the kind which represented the upper

crust of the corperate world and if the compensation packages offered were not attractive .l

enough, the Institute would not be able to attract the tight quality of applicants for its

post-graduate programme. Also a ripple effect of an unsuccessful track record in

placement would be that leading companies would not look to the Institute for recruiting

its future entry level managers. While we were generally aware of the process of

placement and campus recruitment in the US business schools, since no corresponding

experiences were available in the Indian context, we were not sure what would be the

appropriate steps to follow in our placement effort.

Campus recruitment by leading companies was very much the desired thing, but the

manner of organising this activity was not very clear. This concern and anxiety was

explicitly brought out in the faculty meeting scheduled in January (the first batch of

students were due to graduate in early April). After a somewhat desultory discussion, I

found one of my colleagues proposing that I must take up the responsibility of placement

and organising this activity. Before I could protest and convey my view that at no point
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of time was it made clear that I would have to take up such administrative responsibilities

when I joined the Institute, my colleagues strongly favoured the proposal. It was

unanimously decided that I should take on the responsibility for placement. The faculty

meeting resolved that all possible help should be provided to me in carrying out this

responsibility. When I enquired from some of my colleagues after the meeting “Why

me?", I was provided the most simplistic answer that since I had come from the business

world (before I joined the government). I would naturaliy be the best equipped person to

undertake this task since I would have many "contacts" in the business world. To add

substance to their argument, many of my colleagues mentioned that since I had served in'

the Department of Company Affairs and as Registrar of Companies, I would no doubt be

able to derive considerable support for placement given my past association with many

senior industry people. It was, therefore, theconsensus amongst the faculty thatit should

not prove to be such a difficult task.

I was without a clue as' to how to go about this task except that I felt that four things had

to be done right away:

Firstly, we must send brief bio—data of the graduating group to a select group of

companies who were likely 'to be aware of the contribution that could be made by

management school graduates in their operations.

Secondly, we must write individual letters to the Chief Executives of large industrial

organisations in the public and private sector inviting them to come over to

Ahmedabad for campus recruitment with the further request that they might like to let

us know in advance the kind of management level positions they had in' mind so that

these job descriptions could be circulated to the students in advance.

Thirdly, senior members of the faculty and members of the Board of Govethors

should write to their counterparts in the world of industJy and government requesting

them to support our placement activity.

Fourthly and lastly, we should identify the likely kind of personnel some of the
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companies would like to employ as managers in terms of their prior professional

background in addition to their management education. For example, we felt that

people with engineering qualifications or chartered accountancy degree would be of

interest to engineering (and manufacturing companies) and banks and financial

institutions respectively. On this basis, we'could quickly scan the background of the

graduating batch of students and selectively write to the companies, particularly

heads of personnel function, to consider the appointment of a particular student in the

light of his curriculum vitae.

Having decided on this Strategy, there was only one anxiety. How would the corporate

world react to our scheme? We put together the format of a letter to be addressed which

was issued under the Director’s signature. Sirnilarly, we identified the companies which

could be addressed by the members of the faculty and members of the Board of

Governors. I personally compiled a list of 150 prospective companies and set forth on a

eight-week tour of industrial cities carrying with me detailed curriculum vitae of the

graduate students. I was promptly dubbed as the "travelling salesman of the (Institute’s

products". The first few replies I received in response to my letter saying that I would

like to call on the Managing Director'and Chief of Personnel were polite but tentative.

The general tenor of reply was that while they would be interested in considering the

Institute’s graduates for appointment at the entry level in the managerial cadre they were

not sure in which field they would best contribute to the operations of the company. It

was quite interesting to note that only one area which evoked considerable interest was

marketing. There were several enquiries as to Whether any of the students we would like

to place had any previous background in marketing. Some companies enquired about the

kind of exposure our graduating students had in consumer goods and industrial products

marketing.

One of the things that was done to help mi: carry out the task of organising the placement

activity was the provision of a secretary specifieally for the purpose of this new activity.

The person who was assigned was singularly innocent of all knowledge regarding filing,

drafting or taking any action on his own. To add to all this, his capabilities in secretarial

terms — just to keep the correspondence activities on an ongoing basis - was less than
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heartening. When kat on the eight—week tour, I was quite apprehensive as to what

would happen to enquiries in my absence, since my placement secretary was in the habit

of disappearing from time to time, particularly when the workload increased, on French 1
leave. I came back from Ahmedabad to find loads of correspondence and letters

unanswered and unfiled. I tried to imagine the effect this would have on the enquiring

companies. When I compare that state of things with the current sophistication level of
placement activities, I sometimes wonder how we actually got through the first placement
programme body and soul together! To everybody‘s surprise, the first placement
programme was a, great success. The graduating students represented some of the best
products from the Universities, Institutes of Technology and the professions because of the
very rigorous admission tests administered. At the time of the interview, employers could
discern right away that they represented an elite group of students with fine intellect, and

excellent academic and professional Qualifications. Also, because of the interfunctional
exposure to the various business disciplines and the case method of instruction they were
able to respond to the various issues raised at the time of placement interviews with
considerable depth of understanding, articulation, and, most importantly, insight in the
business planning and decision making process. Leading multinational and international
companies participated in the placement progtamme and many of them came to
Ahmedabad for placement interviews. Notwithstanding the near-chaotic state of the
placement office, they were greatly impressed with what they heard and saw. Most
graduating students had at least two, and several had three or more offers. Two other
distinctive characteristics of the placement programme were that the salan'es and
compensation packages offered were extremely attractive compafed even with the HT
graduates and professionals. At another level the jobs offered were managerial in their
content rather than functional (i. e. a specific position in manufacturing or accounting or
purchase with no particular potential for moving up in the general management ladder).

At the end of the programme, we knew that Ahmedabad had arrived in the professional
education scene. The achievement was of course built up on the part of the students'
intrinsic merit but credit has also to be given to Vikram Sarabhai, senior faculty members
and several members of the Board of Governors who contributed their generous support to
the placement programme. The immediate fallout of the success of the placement
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programme was the quality of students we attracted in the succeeding academic

programmes because of the perception that "you had to have merit to qualify for

Ahmedabad in the keenly competitive admission test, but if you did so - and pursued your

studies rigorously and purposively — the placement opportunities at the end of the
programme were the most attractive in the country." )

During the initial years, several of the senior faculty members worked with the
Department of Industries and Planning of the Government of Gujarat. John Dearden, who
came on a faculty exchange programme from the Harvard Business School, worked on the
problems of improving the organisational effectiveness of Gujarat State Transport
Corporation as a member of the HM faculty consulting team. At the Central
Government level, a number of senior faculty members worked closely with the Planning
Commission and central government ministries serving in several committees relating to
power, agriculturalldevelopment, resource planning, banking, etc. However, the most
interesting prospect of working with the Central Government was in the area of
management of public enterprises. we were haping that given the very substantive
activity of several faculty members in the areas of strategy formulation, organisational
redesigning, designing of management planning and control systems, we would be invited
by the Bureau of Public Enterprises to work with some of the public sector companies
overseen by the Central Government) We were, therefore, overjoyed when a letter arrived
from AN Banerjee, the then Director General of the Bureau of Public Enterprises, to
provide help and support in designing budgeting and management reporting system for
public enterprises. At that time, the Central government controlled a large nurnber of
industn’al activities in coal, power, steel, fertiliser, engineering, international trade, etc. In
addition to all this, there were a large number of units in the banking sector which had not
come in the goverhmental ambit yet but were strongly controlled by the Government.
Ravi Matthai and t pahked our bags and took a flight to Delhi to meet AN Banerjee. 1
will never forget the experience of attending that meeting. Throughout the meeting,
Banerjee stared at the ceiling as though we were non-existent and delivered a long homily
as to how management institute faculty were more interested in malo'ng money in
consulting rather than helping the Ciovemtnent manage its industries better (in spite of the
fact the Government picked up a major part of the operating bill). I was getting hot under
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the collar but Ravi signalled me to keep my cool. He mentioned to A.N. Banerjee that the

Institute would be very happy to collaborate with BPE in the project by working with

individual companies. At this point of time, Banerjee dropped his bombshell. He asked

us to design a generalised budgeting and management reporting system which, with minor

modifications, could be used for all the industrial units. I readily saw that this was a

near-absurd proposition, as budgeting systems by definition must lead to the formulation

of the middle—term business plans which serve as the benchmark for management coutrol

. in financial and operational performanceterms. In order to do so, such budgeting process

had to be closely conelated to the longer—term strategic plan formulated in the unique

context-of the product-market-technology choices made by the company for the longer

term. Also, since budgets represent the tactical response of the company to the

marketplace and the competition, and reflect. its technological and production context, it

had to be tailored and designed in the specific organisational context of the company. I

tried to put this across to Banerjee who dismissed it as jargon and indicative of our

Unwillingness to help the Government accomplish its industrial development objectives. I

passed on a slip to Ravi while Banerjee was delivering the sermon that we should walk

out of the meeting. Ravi, being the thorough gentleman that he was, as soon as he got an

opportunity to get in word edgewise in the midst of Banerjee’s speech, explained that he

would have the proposition examined'very carefully but was at that point of time unsure

how much help the Institute could provide in this project When we came out of the

meeting, Ravi told me that much greater patience would be needed in these matters as any

ripples in the relationship with the Government would have a strong impact on the funding

position. Fortimately, when we started dealing directly with some of the larger public

enterprises and other ministries, we found the level of acceptance and positive working

relationship were most heartening.

Our relationship with the Education Ministry, in complying with the various governmental

procedures for faculty recruitment, administrative expenditure, funding, formulation of

rules and procedures, etc, presented no problem’because of the very positive frarne of

reference that was built from the very beginning. At no time during our activity did we

find the government officials presenting us with problems and acting as hindrances to the

free flowing and innovative developmental process at IIMA. It is my assessment that this
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was a two—way process since Ahmedabad had succeeded beyond all expectations,

Government wanted to help the Institute to perform as' a path—breaking institution,

particularly in COntrast' with the Government’s experience with the Universities (often

characterised by political infighting and academic adminisuation problems). On our part,

since Government funded a very large percentage of our operating deficit and gave us

money for our campus building, library, faculty compensation support. etc, we strongly

valued its support and wanted to do all we could to make the relationship mutually
supportive and productive. Not till the Indira Gandhi’s declaration of emergency did a

significant problem of governmental monitoring emerge as an issue or problem in the

Insdtute‘s activities.

In retrospect, it is impossible to put one‘s finger down on one factor which led to success

in institution building at Ahmedabad. It was a whole amalgam of personalities, events,

circumstances and, most importantly, people who wanted to prove themselves. It was fun,

adventure and challenge - and certainly exciting — to be a part of the Wild West days of

the initial years. It has also been one of the most rewarding and productive years of one’s

life.



 
 

TRAUMA OF PENDING AN EDUCATIONAL COLLABORATOR

S Sreenivas Rao

It is well known that the educational collaborator for the Indian Institute of Management,

Ahmedabad, in its initial years was the Harvard Business School. But how the '

collaboration came about is locked up in the minds of the original active participants in

the founding of the IIMA. An inkling of the kind of trauma that the founding fathers

went through in building the IIMA could be had from their correspondence. Here is one

reconstruction from the files of the late Dr Vikram A Sarabhai of what might have

happened.

IIMA Society was formally registered on" 11 December 1961. But before this date many

arrangements had to be made. One of them was to get an educational collaborator.

Ford Foundation, an important partner in the establishment of the management institutes in

India, seems to have made an arrangement with the University of California, Los Angeles,

for collaboration even before it was decided by/ the Government of India to have the

second management institute at Ahmedabad. Ford seems to have made the anangement

anticipating the coming demand, and of course with some kind of consent from the

Government of india. Ford’s choice of UCLA was natural given the fact that Dean

Robbins, who had authored the report and recommended to the Government of India of

the establishment of the two institutes of management, was from UCLA. In all fairness

Ford was only making an arrangement so that they would not lose time in helping the

establishment bf the institute. The second management institute was to be established in

Bombay. Later the Government of India decided to establish the institute at Ahmedabad.

Ford naturally assumed that it could have the UCLA’s collaboration for the institute at

Ahmedabad

The most active Indian participants in the building of HMA, Dr Jivaraj N Mehta, Chief

Minister of Gujarat, Dr Vilcram Sarabhai and Mr Kasturbhai Lalbhai, representing the

industry, and Prof MS Thacher, Secretary of the Ministry of Scientific Research &

Chltural Affairs, seemed to have been unaware of Ford’s arrangement with UCLA. They
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on their own thought of Harvard Business School as the likely choice for the collaboration

and went ahead to make the initial contacts.

Once Fond came to know of the thinking of the Indian partners and the contacts made by

Dr Sarabhai and Prof Thacker with the HES, the flood gates of conflict opened up

between Ford and the Indian partners. Ford holding on to the view that the 'anangement

that they had made with the UCLA to be honoured. And the Indian partners holding on to

the view that the best partner shOuld be found even though they were equally impressed

by the credentials of UCLA’s business school.

To resolve the conflict a new option of having a consortium of universities, consisting of

UCLA, MIT, HBS, and Chicago, was thought of. This idea seems to have been triggered
by the fact that such a consortium was being worked out at that time to help IIT, Kanpur,
and Dr Sarabhai was well aware of the details of that arrangement. The consortium idea

was even expanded to include not IIMA alone but both IIMA and IIMC.

Finally, the issue seems to have resolved itself when UCLA decided to withdraw from its

commitment to Ford Ford was left with no choice but to go ahead with HBS which had

indicated its willingness to collaborate. Meanwhile, both the Ford and the Indian partners
felt that the idea of consortium, which was relevant in the case of IIT, Kanpur. where

many disciplines or subjects were involved and no one American university would be
able to provide leadership in all the disciplines, would not be feasible in the case of a
singte discipline like management. Whether UCLA withdrew because of the conflict
among the partners of the IIMA or because it found better opportunities, which it was any
way trying, is a question which could only be found1n the files of UCLA

One major lesson that eomes'through this case history is that the- institution builders to

succeed would have to be men of patience and perseverance without losing sight of the

mission, men who would stay in the ring rather than throw their towel and walk away at

the first rumblings of a conflict men who could bring out the conflict into the open

Without mincing words and yet be appreciative of the others points of view and actions

and men who would get together not only in resolving the conflict but also working
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together towards the mission without harping on the past differences. No wonder the

institution builders are rare.

The crisis of finding the educational collaborator for IIMA took place between April and

June 1961, during which period Dr Sarabhai was at MIT.

Here is the story of crisis of collaboration hunting as seen from the letters that were

exchanged between Dr Sarabhai and other actors in the drama.

Clouds of-Conflict Appear on the Horizon

The first letter of Mr|Kasturbhai to Dr Sarabhai on the issue of collaboration was on. 22

April 1961. It was as follows:

You were going to discuss the problem of association of Harvard Business School in

preference to" Cornell University forthe Ahmedabad Institute of Management.

Harvard School has a very high reputation and, therefore, it is conducting activities all

over the world. The Kennedy administration has also absorbed quite a large number

of their t0p personnel in Management Education. Cornell has not commenced any

activity on this line and it may be that if we associate with Cornell, we may get better

men to guide in the development of the Institute. The Harvard will be able to spare

personnel not of the same calibre as Cornell. As this will be the first project of the

type for Cornell, they will make serious endeavours to turn it in to a success; while

with Harvard with its many fruits in the basket the Institute may not receive the same

CRIB.

I am drawing your attention to this so that before you decide in the matter you may

kindly consider the different facets of the problem.

DrDougIas Ensminger, Ford Foundation Representative in India, appears to have written

to Dr Humayun Kabir, Minister for Scientific Research & Cultural Affairs, in connection
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with the issue of collaboration. Referring to this letter, Dr Kabir wrote to Dr Ensminger

on 25 April 1961:

I have just seeh your letter of 24 April 1961 on my return from Ahmedabad I was

there on 23 April and when I spoke to Dr Jivraj Mehta, he was keen about the

Institute of Management-and I had not the faintest idea that there was any question ’

about the selection of the University of California. Some individuals may have

expressed such an opinion to your consultants, but if it had been anything serious, Dr

Jivraj Mehta or the business men I met Would certainly have mentioned it to me.

Meanwhile Dean lohn B Fox from Harvard wrote on 4 May to Prof Thacher, who had

met him in Boston along with Dr Sarabhai when he had visited MIT for its centenary

celebrations:

I am sure you will recall the conversation that Prof Hansen and I had with you on

Saturday morning, April 8.

You suggested that as soon as we had had a chance to talk with Dr Viloam A

Sarabhai we should write to you. Yesterday morning, May 3, Prof Fl Roethlisberger,

Prof HL Hansen, and I had a meeting with Dr Sarabhai, and Dr Sarabhai requested

 
that the Harvard Business School consider whether or not they were in a position to -

assist in the development of programs in business administration at Ahmedabad.

We are in the process of determining in a very preliminary fashion whether or not we

have the appropriate manpower available to consider such an undertaking.

Conflict Comes into the Open

Interestingly the first salvo in the conflict was fired by Dr John R Coleman, one of the

Ford Foundation Consultants at Delhi, and not by Dr Ensminger, the head of the Ford at

Delhi. On 29 April Dr Coleman wrote to Dr Sarahhai:
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I have been disturbed to learn that the question of UCLA’s participation in the Indian

Institute of Management in Ahmedabad is still not fully accepted there. We have

been in correspondence with Prof Kabir (Minister for Scientific Research 8; Cultural

Affairs) on this and he assures us that, so far as he, Dr Jivraj Mehta (Chief Minister

of Gujarat and the first Chairman of IIMA Society), and the Ahmedabad businessmen

with whom he has spoken are concerned, the decision to involve UCLA is film and

final one. But Dean Robbins at UCLA has had a call from Dean Hassle: at Harvard

indicating that you and Prof Thacker had made approaches to them about possible

Harvard participation.

I discussed this today with Prof Thacker... He assured me that, had he known of our

feeling about UCLA, he would not have Spoken with Deans Fox and Hassler as he

did. Whiie wishing that we had informed him of this earlier so that he could have

stayed out of the Harvard contact, he nevertheless accepted our position as I expressed

it.

May I simply then re-state the points which I made to you in Ahmedabad in the hope

that you may agree to welcome UCLA’s possible participation?

1 The Ford Foundation decision to invite UCLA was made long before

Ahmedabad was selected by the Ministry of Scientific Research & Cultural

Affairs as the site of the second institute. I think indeed that UCLA had

assumed Bombay was to be the site. The decision was made by such men as

former Dean Donald David of the Harvard Business School and Thomas

Cairoll, then the Foundation’s Vice—president for Business and Economic

Development progiams and perhaps one of the best informed men in all of the

US, where there was quality education in the business field. They passed up

Harvard solely on the grounds of their conviction that that school already had

such heavy commitments in the international sphere that it could not

satisfactorily take on another one at this time. UCLA seemed to have the high

quality, the requisite size, and the demonstrated enthusiasm essential for

successful collaboration with an Indian institute.
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2 While it would-obviously have been desirable to consult the potential "users" of

the school’s product, as you have urged, this was simply not possible in this

instance. The final site was unehosen, as you know, until just two months ago.

The Foundation felt a need long before this to begin the search for an American

counterpart group. There was no intention of thrusting anything down anyone’s

 

throat; there was only a desire to line up the resources needed to get the job

done.

3 Where you and I have failed most significantly to see eye to eye is on the role

which this American counterpart is to play in the Indian institute. I simply do

not see that any of the candidates cousidered for the counterpart role, with the

possible exception of Harvard, is lcharacterized by an educational philosophy

which sets it off uniquely by itself. (And even Harvard, I am told, is moving

away from its complete commitment to one education approach, the case

method.) The key factor for India about any such school should not be its

distinctive way of doing things, for that way is Americammade and not suitable

for export. Rather the key factor is that school’s commitment to high quality

and meaningful education and research. As Dr Ensminger put it in his ietter to

Prof Kabir:

Dean Robbins has realized as clearly as any of us have that no American

institution is going to come into one-of these new Institutes in India with a

set way of doing things. The UCLA faculty members will not come

wedded to any particular teaching technique, be it case method, syndicate

method or anything else. Their contribution will be their own

acknowledged competencies, their willingness to help Indian educators

shape the program which seems best for India, and their enthusiasm for

quality education and research as services to industry and the economy as a

whole.

4 The Foundation has now made its position as clear as we can to Prof Kabir and

Prof Thacher. Obviously Ahmedabad retains Mom to do whatever it wishes 
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to do, and we will always wish it well. But so far as ’a‘commitment from the

Foundation is concerned, we are proceeding on Prof Kabir‘s assurances of a

welcome reception for UCLA’s assistance. All of our current plans are now

based on the assumption that this assistance will be forthcoming.

5 Finally, however, I must state bluntly that it is not clear that UCLA will

necessarily continue to be interested in the Ahmedabad project. Robbins, quite

rightly, is disturbed by what he heard from Harvard and he is looking for

assurances that his school is wanted here before he persuades the faculty to

undertake the responsibility and effort involved. We have reassured him about

the Ministry’s attitudes and mgdirectly about Dr Jivraj Mehta's attitude. But

only you can persuade him directly that the business community will welcome

‘UCLA’S assistance in fashioning Ahmedabad's own educational institution for

management.

I hope very much that you may be able to visit UCLA and meet with Dean Jacoby,

Robbins, and the other senior faculty people. I believe strongly in the potential of this

Management Institute, but I know too'that there is no constructive role for the Ford

Foundation and UCLA to play in it unless there is a mutual respect between us on the

one side and the Ahmedabad leaders on the other.

On 9 May Dr Samba; replied to Mr Kasturbhai as follows:

On the basis of the talk I had with you and with Iivarajbhai I arranged for Bobby

Thacker to meet the Harvard Business School Dean Fox. I have also discussed the

I question with Dean Fox and other professors at the School. Fox has now written to

Bobby as per copy enclosed. Haward can help I think and will want to if there is no

other Complication. Ford Foundation wish UCLA (not Cornell) to do the job....

In the meantime I have received the enclosed copy of letter from the Foni Foundation

in India. I am naturally puzzled. I think it is for industry, for Iivarajbhai, for Kabir

and Thacher to consider how we wish to move. In principle I think that different

m
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persons should not negotiate independently with Ford or with any university or group

here. The steering committee or sponsors should decide whether we wish to approach

the best parties in the US and then finalise our collaborators or we wish to go by

what Ford Foundation have decided beforehand without telling anyone about it. I

shall not act unless I have clarity on this question.

I agree with you that if Harvard are too committed and cannot give enough help, we

would he better off with someone else. But this has to be ascertained. They have

also a reputation to loose and I believe would not take up responsibility lightly.

From the letter of Ford to me, there is an implicit "take it or leave it" attitude. At

one time Government of_ India (Manubhai in discussion with rrie) had suggested TCM

aid if Ford does not go ahead. Is this still open? Perhaps the question should be

discussed with Galbraith — a Harvard man.

I will be grateful to have your comments early - after consultation if you think

necessary with Thacker and Jivarajbhai and Kabir. 
Dl' Saiabhai also wrote to Prof Thacker on 19 May:

Dean Fox of the Harvard Business School has written to you regarding the

Management Institute at Ahmedabad. Harvard, I am sure, would be interested. and

does not appear to be overcommitted. Most probably its present responsibility in

Turkey will end this year or the next. The strange thing is that the Business School

was never explicitly asked by the Ford Foundation.

In the meantime, I have received a letter from Dr Coleman, :1 copy of which I

enclose. I have also sent a copy‘ to Kasturbhai. I now enclose a copy of my reply to

 Dr Coleman which I have also forwarded to Kasturbhai to show to Dr Iivaraj and t0

Iswaran.

Most people (Americans in business, inygovernment, and in universities) that I have
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taiked to here would not dream of passing over an institution like Harvard. I would

like to suggest that you discuss this question with Kasturbhai and, if you both feel it

appropriate, speak. to Galbraith. If Harvard: are overcommitted and express

unwillingness to take up on their own, perhaps we can have a consortium of leading

business schools in the United States to help the Ahmedabad or even both

Management Institutes. As you are perhaps aware, MIT is thinking of a similar

 

~ solution for assisting the new Techhoiogical Institute at Kanpur...

To Dr ColemanfDr Sarabhai wrote on 19 May:

I am somewhat confused after reading your letter about the respective roles of the

various individuals and organizations intIolved in the setting up of the Management

Institute at Ahmedabad. My understanding is somewhat as follows:

1 The present proposal to establish the Management Institute at Ahmedabad takes

as a basis the report which was prepared by Dean Robbins. The objectives and

the broad outline are described in the report. 2 The Institute is to receive financial support from industry and commeme, the

State and the Central Government, and the Ford Foundation. The Institute is to

have a board of management, initially a steering committee, in which

presumably all the supporting organizations and interests would be represented

in one form or another.

3 It should be the task of the steering committee to discuss and decide on the

operational plan for the Institute and of affiliation with one or more

organizations in the USA engaged in management training who could

collaborate with the Indian institution.

As you rightly point out in your letter, complete and broadwbased support from all

sides is required for the new institute. I think it is important, then, that. the means that

we adopt should be compatible with this objective and that no one party in this
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cooperative venture goes ahead and makes commitments without prior consultation

with the whole group.

You have been good enough to explain the circumstances under which the procedure

got short-circuited at some point along the line. The approach by Prof Thacker and

myself to the Business School at Harvard was based on the suggestion of Dr Jivara}

Mehta, Mr Lalbhai and Prof Thacher that use should be made of the visit of Prof

Thacher andrmyself in the United States to ascertain the willingness of reputed

schools to act as collaborators in the Ahmedabad project. Harvard is an obvious

leader in the field and since a proposition was never explicitly made to it, this was

done I Was actuated as much for the sake of the new institute as from a conviction that only institutions recognized in the US and internationally amongst the leaders in

the field could effectively carry abroad the image of US management-education at its

i best.

As for my personal views, I feel more concerned with the problem of the ends and

means than with the particular merits of one institute in the USA. I would wish that

group decisions could take the place of paired consultations and that no firm positions

are adopted on matters of detail.

I have a_high regard for the maturity and the quality of the report prepared by Dean 
Robbins. But I have never had the pleasure of meeting him or the opportunity of

visiting UCLA. I have a warm invitation from Dean Robbins to visit UCLA and a

generous offer from the Ford Foundation in New York to reimburse the cost of a

special trip to the West Coast But recent developments in connection with the

institute at Ahmedabad have confused me in regard to my role and I have therefore

sought clarification of the position.

Dr Coleman repiied to this letter of Dr Sarabhai on 31 May:

Tom Hill's letter of May 26 tells me that you are now planning to visit UCLA. This

is good news indeed. As I have indicated to you before, all of the Ford Foundation’s
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plans for aid to the Indian Institute of Management in Ahmedabad are predicated on

the assumption that UCLA will'be involved. We hope that you, as a representative of

the Ahmedabad business community, will be prepared to assure UCLA of a warm

welcome there. If Dean Robbins is not assured of such a welcome, it seems unlikely

that he will want to panicipate and the Foundation’s part of the plans for this one

 

Institute 'will be in danger of collapsing.

I had an opportunity two days ago of reviewing our position once again with Prof

Thacker. I believe that I correctly mirror his views in saying that he too is sincerely

hopeful that we may all move aheacl, on the planned basis. He and we alike want the

involvement of a quality institution, such as UCLA, which has the time, the staff, and

the desire to help Ahmedabad achieve its goals as a center for management education.

And, he and we alike could only view with dismay any withdrawal by UCLA in

which that school felt that, though it had been approached in good faith by the

Foundation, it now found the environment here unlikely to produce a cooperative relationship. To work together will require that we accept the position stated by Prof

Kabir in the attached letter as ,being an accurate reflection of the situation in

Ahmedabad.

Considerably "embarrassed" (Dr Sarabhai’s own word) by Dr Coleman’s letter, Dr

Sarabhai met Mr Robert E Culbertson, Program Associate of the Ford Foundation in New

--York. After the meeting, Mr Culbertson wrote on 8 June 1961 to Dr Sarabhai at MIT:

It was indeed a pleasure, and stimulating, to have had the opportunity last week to

meet and tall: with you. Our discussion gave me a clearer picture of the Ahmedabad

situation and a better understanding of the principles involved. I found no differences

between us as to principles; and I am confident that there will be none as we

undertake mutually to apply them.

I should like in this letter to tell you a little more about how we view your impending

visit with Tom Hill to the University of California at Los Angeles.
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First, MIT and UCLA have long sought ari opportunity to confer together regarding

their mutual interests » both existing and potentiali - in management training and

research in India. George Robbins and Tom Hill in particular have felt it important to

get together, because of the contribution in background information Robbins can make

to Hill as he takes on his new- responsibilities. and because of the potential for

cooperation between MIT, UCLA. and other concerned institutions, should UCLA

become a panicipant in the Institute at Ahmedabad. Thus a meeting between Hilliand

Robbins had been planned for sometime.

This meeting, however, was delayed because of their respective schedules.

Meanwhile your arrival in the States was, we thought, most fortuitous in that we

hoped you might be wilting to join Lhe‘discussions, most importantly as a resource

person...

Secondly, we wanted you to have an ooportunity to become better acquainted with

UCLA. Since UCLA’s suggesteci involvement with an Institute in western India had

preceded Ahmedabad’s selection as the site, we felt it important that you have a

chance to meet Robbins and the faculty, and to review their program, facilities, and

resources in relation to‘ the Ahmedabad Institute’s needs.

We know aiso that UCLA looks forward to your visit; as an opportunity for them to

learn more about Indian industry, husiness and education thCI‘CfOPC, and to acquaint

yOu withthcir program. They do so in good part, I might add, because of a kinship

they feel for Ahmedabad which stems from their serving the business and industry

needs of this continent's most vigorous and fastest growing industrial area - as is

Ahmedabad India’s...

Hardening'and Softening of Views ' 1

On 8 June Dr Mehta wrote to Prof Thacher:

...'I'he stand taken by Vikmm in his letter of 19 May addressed to Coleman appears to

be correct but at the same time we have to appreciate the position of the Ford
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inundation who seemed to htwc- _committed themselves to L01dbOI‘Elllon with Los

Angeics University for the Ahmedabud Mttnagcmeht Institute with the approval of the

Minister for Scientific Research & Cultural Affairs

We agree with Coleman that we do not want to import a particular kind of

educational philosophy into this country. It is net on this score that we are keen to

have Harvard as the collaborator, but we have also to appreciate the need for the best

professoriai talent being made available to the Management Institute for the first few

years. Coleman does not seem to contest our assumption that Harvard is in a position

to supply better professorial talent. His point is, however, that Harvard has

undertaken too many responsibilities and they may not find it possible to supply

adequate number of academic personnel to the new Management Institute at

Ahmedabad. I should have thought that this was a point which should be left to the

Dean of Harvani to decide. He should be in a better position to know how far

Harvard is stretched and what they can do for Ahmedabad. I am sure Dean of

Harvard would have declined to coiiaborate with the new Institute if he felt that he

was not in a position to supply the necessary personnel. You might have seen in the

communique issued after the recent visit of the Vice-President of United States to our

country that the Prime Minister had stressed the importance of the proper kind of

expett personnel being sent to this country from USA. This is a point on which we

cannot afford to compromise.

...There is a new suggestion that collaboration for Institutes like ours should be from a

consortium of universities rather than a single university. If Coleman is set on not

dropping Los Angeles University, perhaps the best thing we could achieve at present

is to get him to agree to the idea of consortium in which Los Angeles University will

also be included. Perhaps we should wait for the return of Vikram before making this

move with the Ford Foundation, that is to say, if your Ministry agrees that it is

worthwhile {tying with the Ford Foutidation to get this idea of consortium accepted.

We appreciate the fact that the present situation has developed merely because it took

some time to finalise the location of the Institute We have never contemplated
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' attaching any blame to the Ford Foundation for selecting in advance the collaborator

with the Institute. We all agreed that the best collaboration should be arranged.- We

have noted Coleman's remarks that Los Angeles University authorities may not insist

on being selected as our collaborators if the parties concerned with the setting up of

the Management Institute decided that the collaboration should be arranged from a

different source. Even though Coleman has reiterated that the Los Angeles University

is wanted here as collaborators, perhaps there is stiii room for reconsidering the whole

matter. I feel sure that if the whole position is explained to Los Angeles University

authorities, they will not feel hurt in any way that there has been a change in the

original plan of collaboration.

Meanwhile, Mr Kastutbhai wrote on 13 June‘to Dr Sarabhai:

While I appreciate your efforts at getting Harvard with the Institute of Management at

Ahmedabad, I now learn from Mr Iswaran (Chief Secretary of Gujarat) that Mr

Coleman of the Ford Foundation is not wiliing to change from Los Angeles

University. Mr Iswaran also added that if we insist on Harvard and refuse Los

Angeles, no other university from the States will come forward to associate with the

institution.

It seems the Los Angeles University had invited you to visit their organisation. I do

not know whether you have done so or not. In any case if you have time you might

acquaint yourseif with this Institute.

Shri Humayun Kabir is not in India at present and I am trying to contact Thacher to

find out developments from that side.

Will you kindly, therefore, cable me as to what course of action we should adopt from

this end.

P.S. Iswaran just toid me he had ,a talk with Thacher and he is not prepared to back

US.
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On 13 June 1961 Dr Sarabhai wrote to Mr Culbertson:

In response to the approach made to the Business School at Harvaxd, I understand that

the position of the School vis—a—vis the proposed institute at Ahmedabad is as follows:

 

1 If an approach is made to the School by all parties (including the Ford

Foundation) interested in the Ahmedabad Institute, the School would send a

representative to survey the situation in Ahmedabad to explore seriously the

participation by the School as the assisting US institution.

2 If a consortium of US Business schools is set up to assist the Ahmedabad

institution and possibly the Calcutta one also, Harvard would be glad to

participate in the consortium, if the request originated from all parties

concerned, including the Ford Foundation.

Immediately after his visit to UCLA, Dr Sarabhai wrote to Mr Culbertson on 22 June:

1 I am impressed by the scope and approach of the Business School at UCLA. Since

it is comparatively young, the impact of much of what is now being done in 
research at the School should be seen in the years to come. From my brief

acquaintance, my impressions must necessarily be superficial but I could sense

interesting distinctiveness and flavour in aspects such as:

a) Application of advanced concepts of mathematical and behavioural sciences

to management — work at Western Data Processing Center, the mathematical

model building, the use 'of techniques for group study, in some respects

analogous to those used in Bethel and Tavistock type programs.

In) The executive program which involves participation for an extended period

on a half day per week basis.

(Unfortunately, through shortage of time at my disposal and the absence of some of
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the senior faculty, I could not go into the details of many projects as I would have

liked to.)

The interest of Dean Robbins and Dean Iacoby in the Ahmedabad project is

fortunate and I have no doubt that the UCLA school has much to contribute. In

our discussions, I believe there was broad agreement on the following:

a) For the new institute it is important to differentiate between sanctioning and

operating groups and to ensure autonomy, organisationally and

behaviourally.

b) There is need through group discussions in the Steering Committee for

clarification and explicit endorsement of important questions related to

- policy for the new institute. For this purpose the Robbins report can be a

basis for discussion.

c) There is need for study and research on the ptobleih of management

education in India and hence for the adoption by 'the Institute of an

experimental approach in creating specific programs related to the diverse

requirements.

3 I indicated that I believed various commitments had been made in the past in good

faith and it is" clear that we are now not writing on a. clean slate. I was not

speaking on behalf of the Ahmedabad industry or the Steering Committee and I did

not wish that the discussion with me should influence UCLA’s reply to the

Foundation.

It was explained to me that though the Ford Foundation had approached UCLA to

interest the latter to take responsibility for the Ahmedabad Institute, UCLA did not

feel that the Foundation or the group in India. should in any way feel obligated to

conclude a paired relationship - particularly since the UCLA itself has not yet

made a decision whether it can undertake the responsibility singlehanded in view
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of problems of sparing an adequate number of senior faculty for a period which
may range from 5 to 7 years. The possibility of sharing the responsibility with
other schools was mentioned and the model of the scheme developed by MIT fer
the Kanpur Technoloéy Institute was discussed in general terms I indicated the
attractiveness of sucha move which could, in addition permit the bringing together
of the best aspects of the different schools and also provide the most distinguished
image of US Business Education. which in this particular field, involving
participants at a senior level, was perhaps more important than in other subjects. I
said that MIT, the business school at Harvard, and Case Institute of Technology
have expressed an interest in such a cooperative proposal. Possibly the Camegie
Tech and Chicago may be happy to join. However, in a solution of this type, the
coordination by the full time Program Director resident at the Ahmedabad Institute
would be of crucial importance. If the Calcutta Management'lnstitute were also to
be organized in a similar way, there would require to be a 2nd program Director at
Calcutta.

It was suggested that as a next step, meetings may be held in India in October-
November 1961, after Prof Hill is also in' the country. While appreciating the
desirability. of this, I gave my personal view that this may result in many new
problems. It was extremely important that issues on policy should be resolved at
the earliest (July 1961), if necessary by the visit to India of Dean Robbins or Dean
Jacoby or UCLA accompanied by Dean Howard Johnson and a representatiye of
Harvard, Prof Hansen, who are already in India and may be available.

UCLA’s View

Dr George W Robbins, Associate Dean of the Graduate School of Business Administration
(UCLA), wrote to Dr Sarabhai on 23 June of his understanding of the results of his
cenversation with Dr Sarabhai:

I You expressed a positive attitude toward the participation of our School in the
development of the Ahmedabad Institute. You prOpos‘ed that a representative of
our School visit Ahmedabad and New Delhi in August for about two weeks.
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2 You expressed the hope that a member of our Faculty might return to Ahmedabad

later this year prepared to stay for a two or three—year period to assist in the
development of the Institute and in the recruiting of additional UCLA or other
faculty members.

3 I expressed my deep interest in providing assistance. I agreed to explore as rapidly
as possible with our Faculty and the University administration the Ford Foundation
request and your own suggestions. It seems clear that a firm commitment on our
part must follow an up—to—date appraisal of conditions in India, and a thorough discussion in our Faculty and with our Administration. While it is possible that I
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and/or another UCLA faculty member might visit India in August, a firm
gs; University commitment would be difficult 'to achieve on the schedule youii?
if? suggested, but could be made some time during the Fall semester.

ii 4 It is understoodthat any arrangements are subject to agreement by the Ford
ii” Foundation, that representatives of MIT should be included, if poSSIble, at all
E stages of development, and that further explorations should be made of a possibie
E consortium among leading American business schools.
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Dr Sarabhai summed up, as follows, his experience and final views on the issue of
collaboration in a memorandum dated 5 July 1961 before he left the USA:

1 When I reached Cambridge,‘Massachusetts, at the end of April, I met Dean John
Fox of the Harvard Business School. He told me of the discussions he had with
Prof Thacker during the latter’s visit to the MIT Centenary Celebrations. The
Business School had been in touch with the Ford Foundation in New York and
informally with Dean Robbins at UCLA...

:4 Supper; for each Institute of Management would involve a minimum of 3 and
optimally 5 senior faculty members from USA for a period of about five years.
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Even a large group such as the MIT School of Management is unable to provide

senior faculty at the level of Dean or a full Professor on this scale. We were told

that the UCLA has a number of other requests from South America and possibly

Europe, which are under serious consideration. The idea of Consortium of

American Business Schools has therefore appealed to most persons. The idea

originated at MIT in connection with the proposed Indian Institute of Technology

at Kanpur...

5 I am definiteiy of the opinion that while there is much that the UCLA can

contribute to the Management Institute at Ahmedabad, the task cannot be

undertaken by it working singly from the American end. Dean Robbins, I believe,

is conscious of this. In private discussion with me Dean Howard Johnson of MIT

has expressed his being attracted by the idea of the consortium and I feel sure that

he would welcome the idea of putting both the Ahmedabad Institute and the

Calcutta Institute under the umbrella bf consortium. Before my departure from the

United States, I had a meeting with Mr} Culbertson of the Ford Foundation in New

York and it is understood that the following courses of action should be taken:

1 I should apprise the Government of India, the Ahmedahad industry and Dr

Ensminger of the Ford Foundation in New Delhi the gist of what transpired

during my visit to the United States.

2 Having informed us of the commitments that have already been made, the

initiative now rests with the Ford Foundation and an early resolution of the

whole question through meetings in India in August will probably result

from the initiative to be taken by the Foundation.

On July 26 Dr Sa‘rabhai wrote to Dean Howard Johnson, who was in India at that time:

During our discussioos in Cambridge, I'gathered the impression that you would

warmly support the idea of a consortium of US Business Schools to back up the

. Ahmedabad and possibly both the Management Institutes in India... I had a meeting 
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with Dr Ensminget in New Delhi on the 11 July andI was then surprised to learn
from him that you considered the idea of the eonsortihm an impractical one. This has

 

considerably perplexed me and I therefore wn'te this to seek a clarification of your
position. I hope this has not embanassed you. Could you send me a reply as soon as
possible because we are having the meeting lot the Steering Committee of the

 

"Management Institute in Ahmedabad on the 29th and your views may be quoted there.

Dean Robbins was expected to visit Ahmedabad in November to explore the collaboration

possibilities. But on 28 November Dr Mehta wrote the following note as an aide memoir:

I rang up Dr Ensminger in this connection and he saw me this morning. He said that
as the California University is now out of the picture, he may be permitted to find
how best assistance may be sought from USA for our Institute of Management. He
was of the opinion himself and he also said that he was advised by persons in USA in

the know about the Institute of Management, that it would be best to secure assistance
from universities only and not by a censortium of universities as suggested because,
unlike the Kanpur Institute of Technology, which deals with a number of independent
subjects, the Institute of Management deais really with one main subject. He further   said that the Dean of the Faculty at Harvard is ill at present and is therefore not
available for consultation. However, he personally knows his deputy and would try to
ascertain what facility may be avaiiable for cooperation or assistance in this reSpect

from the university. He however desired to be allowed to pursue the matter himself

and said that he would do his best to secure for our Institute the best possible

 

collaboration. I have agreed to this...

A note on the progress of the Institute appended to the agenda f0r the meeting of the
Planning Committee to be held on 28 January 1952 explained:

The Ford Foundation has originally proposed that the University of California, Los

Angeles, will collaborate with the Management Institute of Ahmedabad and help with

 

the loan of faculty members as well as training of Indian counterparts. Subsequently

the University of California... expressed their inability to collaborate. Thereafter the
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Chairman requested Dr Ensminger of the Ford Foundation to finalise the artangement

for collaboration with any other university in USA. A communication from Dr

Ensminger is expected shortly in this connection.

By the time the Planning Committee meeting was held Prof Harry Hansen of the HBS

came to India for assessment of the situation and attended the committee meeting as an

invitee.
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AS I REMEMBER

HN Pathak

In the following pages, an attempt is made to cover an aspect of institution building at

IIMA. The account is based on personal recollections but it is hoped that it would convey

some sense of an effort at building IIMA and its main reliance on creating an ethos

combining Director’s powers with participative decision making.

Ijoined IIMA as a faculty member in May 1963. There were,at that time, only few

faculty members. A group of faculty members, who had joined during the eariier year, in

1962, had proceeded to the Harvard Business Schooi as part of International Teachers

Programme. These members were to arrive in Iune or July 1963 and prepare for the first

MBA programme in 1964. The main objective of the Institute at that stage was to put its

academic programmes — MBA and the 3-tiered management development programme -

as an innovation in the professional education programme in India.

Dr Vikram Sarabhai was the honorary director and it was very educative to work with

him. He used to come to the Institute like a fresh breeze and get a faculty meeting

organised. Such meetings were very brief and essentially pragmatic. The Institute had no

building of its own, no hostels for the students, no class rooms and yet the whole system

functioned as if these were not the essential compenents of the teaching programme. Dr

Sarabhai had a unique way of solving problems - sometime very innovative, sometime

down to the earth, practicai - and because of his immense local contacts things happened

as he desired. Some of us who joined IIMA were tryingto absorb this environment of

problem solving and innovative thinking and thus imbibe the spirit of the place.

By the time our seCOnd batch of faculty members returned from RES (in 1964)

preparations for launching the first MBA programme of IIMA were almost over. All

through 1964 and the first half of 1965 the Institute functioned with Dr Sarabhai as the

Honorary Director. As i look back, there was considerable enthusiasm among the‘faculty

members because the MBA programme was in many ways an innovatioa in the Indian

’ educational environment. In terms of its teaching pedagogy, involving case as the
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principal instrument of ieaming, the place of class participation as part of student

evaluation, the whole system of grading and the manner in which diverse discipline~based

and practice-based courses were offered made it, in many ways, an innovation. One thing

that was coming out without any doubt fmm this was a large measure of faculty freedom

involved in the whole academic system of the Institute. In yet another aspect, the'Institute

setup gave a somewhat unique place and power to the Director. While at HBS, we had

observed a business school in Operation and its different bodies functioned with the Dean

(equivalent to Direetor at IIMA) presiding over all the programmes. To many, this setup

was new and difficult to understand, because it emphasised participative processes for

academic decision on the one hand, with the finai power resting with the Director on the

other. In several ways therefore, the Institute environment and gulture at IIMA developed,

-as it were, through each faculty meeting - the'deliberations we had and the decision we

took. Questions like whether we should or should” not hold examinations, what system of

grading should we adopt. how many semesters should an instructor be required to teach,

how to incorporate new, project-based elective courses and many others were almost

endlessiy discerned before arriving at the final decision; The Institute was developing

through each of these decisions.

It was in this evolving environment of academic freedom that we heard of the

appointment of Ravi Matthai as the first fuIl-time director of the Institute. I ciearly

remember the small meeting held at 310 Camp Road, Shahibaug, to welcome him and

gives send off to Dr Sarahhai. The first impression about Ravi, for severai of us, was

that he was very young. Some of us had come to know about his background and

experience but the big question in our mind was: How will he shoulder the responsibility

of-deveioping this nascent experiment in innovative professihnal education in India?

It was well known that while accepting his appointment as Director of IIMA, Ravi had

asked Prakash Tandon - the then Chairman of the Board of Governors ~ how much

freedom would he be given as the Director. The answer from Prakash Tandon, as we came

to know, was something like: "All the freedom “that you want".

One of the first changes that was introduced was replacing the term POP for MBA. There
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were several faculty meetings through which important problem areas were discussed and
decisions taken. By the time Ravi took over as Director of the Institute, the first year of
the PGP first batch was over and placement of the passing out batch had become the most
important issue. During those days Ravi travelled a lot and a jocular remark went round
that even the antenna of Space Application Centne could not perfectly locate him!

One could be nostalgic in mentioning a variety of situations to highlight Ravi’s personal
style in shaping the Institute. But I would restrict myself to two important discussions.
One, relating to consultancy fees charged by faculty and, two, faculty evaluation.

In introducing consultancy as an important integral part of a management school the less
controversial aspects were cleared fairly quicldy. But when it came to consultancy fees
some discussion took place, the gist of which was as follows: Ravi had mentioned in
initiating the topic a certain amount as a per day fee to which some doubts were
expressed. The argument was: why should the Institute fix a fee, if the market was
prepared to pay a higher amount? This point was discussed at length and Ravi accepted
the logic of the argument at the end.

Perhaps, the most open-ended and important - at any rate in the opinion of this author -
was discussion related to faculty evaluation. In this faculty meeting, Ravi stated in a most
unambiguous manner that anyone in his place also will be doing this and he wanted the
faculty to suggest some norms. No‘twith-standing the fairly well known areas like
teaching, research, case writing, consultancy, committee work, appointment on government
committee, external programmes and new courses he wanted to know "How do I evaluate

' your output?" Taking the participative character of the Institute in its true connotation
Ravi wanted evaluation norms to be a product of a thought-shan'ng process. It was
decided at the end of this meeting that each faculty member will submit a note on what he
considered-as important norms for evaluating faculty output. As it happened, a series of
notes were submitted. To many of us it appeared to be a routine matter then, but over the
years it appears to have been a very constructive step in the building of the academic
edifice of IIMA..
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In the foregoing two experiences Rayi appealed to me as an honest, democratic leader who

wanted to keep the participative character of decision making at IIMA as its most

important cornerstone. Many such experiences, even at highly personal level, can be

narrated to bring out the hue character of Ravi as an individual and leader. Eventhough it

may seem to be a departure from the theme of this paper I cannot help mentioning the

pindrop silence in the faculty meeting when Ravi announced his decision to step down

from the directorship of "the Institute and continue as a faculty member. These incidents

and perhaps many others, speak of the man with certain unforgettable characteristics,

attitudes and convictions.
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RAVI MATTHAI : MY MENTOR

C Ramdoss

I am gratified to have this opportunity to pay tribute to Ravi Matthai, an able advocate,
the first and foremost Director, not merely for his depth and width of his accomplishments
but for his altruistic deeds. Ravi led the Institute through the difficult initial years of
growth with ebullience to build the Institute with significantly upgraded facilities, high
academic and administrative standards and a solid financial base. Indeed, gauged by every 
yardstick that measures comparable educational institutions, the progress made during the
period Ravi was Director was miraculously successful and fascinating.

In September 1965, when he joined the Institute, the problem was whether with our '
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meager funds we would be able to pay the contractor’s bills for building. The question
was whether we should put the brakes on the plans for giving construction contracts -

j effectively saying ”no there is not enough money to pay contractor's bills on presentation".
If gevemment and other agencies were approached for building funds. they wanted to

know the past performance of IIM. I Without funds, campus buildings which could help

the Institute to function and show res'ults were not possible. It was a Catch 22 situation.

But Ravi and he alone could cut the Gordian knot within a year of his joining. He said

 

with striking optimism, "let us go ahead, let us build". By 1966, the entire Institute
including the offices, ciassroorns. faculty residences and students’ residences shifted to the
campus new buildings from hired residences. He could demonstrate in a short; time his

admirable qualities of rising to the occasion by working wonders to secure building
finance on a regular and longterm basis.

In our early meetings he felt the need for a strengthened financial base. He told

"additional facilities and construction plans are dependent upon the assembling of strong
I financial resources“.

A symbiotic relationship existed among the Institute, Industry, Ravi, and the Board. Ravi

could capitalise on that to build sustained financial growth. His total commitment in

building the Institute with a sound financial base would for ever continue to be an 
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inspiration to all of us. He could perceive that the only way the Institute could become
eminent was by acquiring the necessary resources to attract the best talent and to provide
all infrastructural facilities. That he was incredibly successful in amassing these resources
together is very well known. Ravi used to say, "Freedom is the key, the element that
must underline the progress. In return, our responsibility is to objectively keeping away
our biases.”

Financial Constraints

Within a fortnight of his joining he had to approve the audited accounts for the year ended
31st March 1965. In addition, it was time to finalise the budget for 1965-66. The
accounts and budget revealed a host of formidable finanbial problems. The main issues
causing concern were:

1 The annual grant for recurring expenses would be the actuais limited to a ceiling of
Rs 14 lakhs.

2 For other equipment and non-recument facilities including library, the amount to be
received as grant for all the years would be subject to an upper limit of Rs 11
lakhs.

3 In the agreement, there was no grant payable by Government towards building.
(The Institute was to finance the construction of the campus only from the
Industrie‘s’ contribution. The rent for the hired buildihgs in which the Institute was
housed when Ravi joined was also to be met from the donation from Industries.)

4 By the end of that year no funds would be left for payment of construction bills.

5 Though the Institute had j_ust staned Management in Agriculture with some faculty
and research in that area on the payroll, no specific source of fund was available to
meet the expenses.
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6 Within the annual ceiling of Rs 14 lakhs it was impossible to retain on the payroll

the required number of faculty and research staff.

7 It was impossible to provide for library and other infrastructural facilities within

the ceiling of Rs 11 lakhs.

8 The building project could not progress due to paucity of funds.

9 In the years to come it would be difficult to meet even the salary of the existing

faculty and Staff.

10 To crown it all, Government was' also insisting on complete government audit

instead of audit by a firm of chartered accountants. Ravi knew that government

audit would have the effect of inhibiting management decisions due to the possible

quibbling remarks ofgovernment audit.

Ravi could study these problems with confidence, creative judgment and constructive

application. He khew how to tackle the challenging situation. He had the calibre and

mental strength to build the Institute inspite of the then desperate financial situation. He

started working towards resolving the problem.

Achievements

In September 1966, after Ravi had discussed with the Board the financial problems,

budget estimates for 1965-67 were prepared. Istill vividly remember the day in September

1966, when Ravi assisted by me and few secnetan’es worked till midnight to finalise the

budget. Next morning copies of the budget were sent through an accountant to Ministry’s

 

officials in New Delhi for discussion in the Finance Committee meeting. The_budget thus

prepared and the accounts statements for 1965—66, both of which were finalised under the

,, personal guidance of Ravi, have not undergone any change in the presentation format even

today. His contributions in laying the Institute’s financial foundation could be well

“3;" assessed by comparing the 1965 position with that of 1967, that is, two yeaIs after he
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joined. Mention may be made of following achievements to highlight the incredible

changes in the financial strength of the Institute:

1 Government agreed that the ceiling of annual grant (Rs 14 lakhs) was unrealistic.

 

It agreed to 'meet the actual requirement of the Institute for recurring expenses

without any upper limit. The revenue grant received in the next few years
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increased to Rs 30 lakhs per annnrn.

2 Government agreed to meet the requirement of the Institute for non—recurrent items

such as furniture, library and other infrastmctural facilities. The ceiling of Rs 11

lakhs Was removed.

3 Government agreed to finance the building programme. The first instalment of the

building grant of Rs 16 lakhs was received in 1966-67. From then onwards the

Institute has been receiving till todaylbuilding grants every year.

4 Ravi could obtain from. the MiniSUy 'of Agriculture annual grants for the Centre for

Management in Agriculture. The first annual grant of Rs 2.73 lakhs was received

in 1965-66. Since then we continue to get every year grant for CMA. Ravi also

constituted funds for CMA in 1966-67. ‘

 5 Ravi obtained grants from the Ford Foundation towhnds research, library, building,

1:: airconditioning and computer.

6 He got financial help from USAID for construction of seme dormitories. '

7 He was the architect of various funds in the Institute including building, computer,

library, research, CMA, students aid, etc.

8 All these funds had sizeable credit balances within a few years of Ravi being at the

helm of the "Institute finance". He could thus transform the financial position from

‘desperation ’ to ‘hope'. 
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Ravi could convince the Board and the Government that government audit was
redundant fer the Institute, that the Institute would 'get its accounts audited by a
firm of chartered accountants. He assured that the Institute’s audit would be in
conformity with and meet all the requirements of government and commercial
audit. (in the first four years, no financial megularities were noticed in the
Institute’shccounts by government audit.) However, for verification Government
might test check the accounts. Since then the Institute accounts are audited and
approved by the Institute’s commercial auditors. In all other Institutes of
Management their accounts from inception have been subject to government audit
which leads to higher costs and delay in finalising accounts. This reflects the
soundness of our financial system and the internal finance monitoring devised
under Ravi’s leadership.

To provide Income Tax benefit to dpnors in respect of their contribution to HM, the
Institute had obtained (much before Ravi joined), on' the advice of Income Tax legal
adviser, government approval under a particular Section of the Income Tax Act. Problem
arose in 1969 when some donors complained that Income Tax authorities refused 'to' give
tax exemptioh under that Section. According to Tax Officer, exemption was possible only
if the recognition was under some other Section. It was a difficult task since tax
exemption under a specific Section was granted as we ourselves requested.

Ravi could solve the problem without causing any loss to the Institute — financial or
otherwise. He obtained government orders with retrospective effect, recognising donations
to 11M under the required Section. This resolved the tax problem that'the donors faced.

Ravi believed that an action becomes noble because of the ideal towards which one
strives. He had chosen for himself the right motive to inspire his activities. The strength
and alertness of his intellect resulted in the superb quality of his performance.
He made each one of us in Administration competent and contributing member of a well-
knit team, though we were all greenhorns when he took over. He could make us realise
that the role of Administration was one of service and not of control. He expected as in
Administration to be creative, innovative and not to remain as ineffective role makers and



 

procedure preservers..

He had a good sense of humour. Even when he made a mistake he used to laugh. We
learnt the value of laughing at ourselves so that it helped us to get on with our work. He
helped us to become peak performers to enhance productivity and perfonnance.
During the seven years he was Director, he never claimed any payment for his travel bills.
He had asked me to credit his TA bills receivable to a special fund of the Institute. Nor
did he claim or receive during this period, any amount from the Institute towards his
medicaI bills.

My association with Raviin finance management of the Institute was exciting, challenging
and rewarding Within a few months after he stepped down, I was promoted to the next
higher scale with-residence in faculty honsing. I owe it to him for my development, for
whatever I could doin my career. I hope we will continue to draw inspiration from the
rich heritage he has left withus.



EARLY YEARS AT IIMA

Ishwar Dayal

Keeping the teamng objective in view, I have tried to recollect mainly those aspects of
the Institute which distinguish it from others.

.I left IIM, Calcutta in March 1967 to join HM, Ahmedabad and left it after nearly six
b years in January 1973 to take up an appointment as Director, IIPA, New Delhi. In this

note I wilt attempt to present my impressions of EMA as an institution, and the efforts
made by Ravi Matthai as Director and by the faculty to deveiop it.

I have organised the material in three sections:

1 The academic activity

2 The institutional activity

3 . The social system

The Academic Activity

Several faculty committees were created to cany out the various activities of the Institute, the postgraduate programme, the executive development programme, the research and the
like. Centre for Management in Agficulture (CMA) was set up as a separate unit. The
faculty for CMA was exclusive. It had separate budget, partially funded from direct
sources.

The main characteristics of the academic aetivity may be summarised as below:

1 Each committee had considerabie autonomy to function. The general feeiing

among the task and the sentient group heads was that they had the responsibility

for results but no authority to deal with errant members. This in retrospect became

the strength of the organisation as peopie had to persuade members rather than act

through the position’s authority. The situation was, however, difficult to handle for
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administrative heads because everyone had to act in the name of the ISirector, or
refer cases to him. Another implication of the situation was that the meetings were
long and frequent and decision making in these meetings was extremely difficult.
Discussions in these meetings were frustrating and many senior members of the
faculty remained absent from a large number of task related meetings.

Area or sentient groups were set up to develop interaction among faculty members
who shared similar interests. A faculty member could join two or three areas.
This was also a device to promote inter~area knowledge. The Area chairmen had
no authority. They had responsibility for developing area courses, promote
executive development programmes. scout for new faculty and arrange area
activities that would enhance capability of _members in the group. Some areas
functioned weli, some others did no "more than discuss PGP courses because the
PGP Committee did not approve coutjses without their prior clearance from the
Area, and some others had‘ constant quarrels where Director had to frequently
intervene in Area discussions. Functioning of areas was uneven. Some of them
gave'iittle suppon to developing knoWIedge base, or building the Area. Some
other areas did these tasks weil.

No significant research was being carried out at the Institute as people said that
they were too busy with everything else that they were doing. A few members of
faculty had their individual or team projects. These members were interested in
research on their own and needed no institutional device to motivate them to
undertake research. CMA carried out sponsored research. They did a lot of time—
bound projects and brought out very useful publications. The CMA {acuity were
busy in the field and compared themselves unfavourably with the rest.

Case writing. research was undertaken by all members of the faculty until about the
time I reached. Case teaching until then was seen to be ‘compulsory' as a
pedagogy of the Institute. Around 1967 some courses started using methods other

than cas’es. Some individual members, however, continued to write cases but they
were few.
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5 Special care was taken by the institutional management to maintain qualitynof

IIMA’s flagship programme, the 3~Tier programme for top, senior and middle
levels of managers. Inspite of general resentment,‘only those faculty members who
had earned the reputation of being "good teachers“ were allowed to teach in this
programme. Other members of the faculty were brought into the programme in
later years. Faculty from Hafvard Business School participated in the programme
regularly. Other members participated increasingly in area programmes and other
general managemeht programmes. The CMA faculty however, carried out
independent activities and rarely participated in "mainline" activities.

Publications were few. Not many comments were received on papers circulated for
views. Faculty seminars were started bet attendance was thin and most of them
died out in course of time. At the seminars, the most common approach of most
faculty was .one of attacking the seminar leader and not one of examining the
issues, except for a few individuals who made conscious effort to be constructive.
At times the efforts of the‘ latter brought a positive-tohe to the seminar discussion.

The centerpiece of educational effort was the Post Graduate Programme (PCP).
Almost all members of the faculty participated in the programme, and in the
discussion pertaining to POP. Norms were established and followed. The norms
covered at! important aspects of teaching - not being away on teaching days,
submission of grades on time, multiple tests in a course and the like. Deviations
from the norm were few and were brought to the PGP meeting.

E'itetrospect, the elements of the strategy of academic activities would appear to be:

l The facuity concerned with the activity should have the reSponsibiIity to decide on
ali aspects of the particular activity.

2 The system should operate through persuasion and mutual discussion, not by
authority. The system moved slowly but in rehospect, this component of the
strategy gave strength to the system and a great deal of self—confidence to the



faculty.

3 The involyement of people through committees was important to keep the faculty
in the mainstream of institutional activities. This strategy served its purpose well.

The Institutional Activity

In t967’the Institute was in a state 0}: flux. Most people felt that they were engaged more
in committee meetings than academic work, and that littie was accomplished in the
ncetings. Notwith-standing the negative feelings about meetings most people attended
hem but only a few aetively participated in the faculty meetings.

The second dominant impression is that most people had a strong sense of drift - they did
lot know the direction‘in which the institution was moving and what was its goal. There
were several meetings with the faculty and the Director to set out institutional direction.
lem'e of these meetingswere informal. As the members continued to feet the'drift, AK
Itice was appointed informally as consultant to the Institute to advise changes. Rice
worked on the problem and prepared a report to suggest that each faculty member seems
)move in his own orbit and there were no positions which could unite them. Rice
tggested middle ievel positions of three Deans. The proposals were discussed by a small
roup of people but some felt uhComfortable with the idea. The main discomfort was that
sans would have to exercise authority of the Director which he alone could exercise until
ten. Rice report was not widely discussedand was put aside.

‘ 1972, an internal Committee to give future directions to the Institute was appointed. I
as Chairman of this Committee with six more members drawn from a cross section of
a faculty. They were Profs SK Bhattacharyya (M18 and Accounting), Samuei Paul
tonomios), NR Sheth (Behavioural Science), AM Isaac (Quantitative Area), AH Kalro
!uantitative Area), and MS Krishnaswarny (Economics, CMA).

as Committee prepared a report but on the last day before signing it one group decided
prepare a separate report. Both the reports were discussed at length by the entire
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faculty. The final outcome of these discussions was totally different from the

recommendations in either of the two reports. A new position of Dean, Planning, was

created without any executive authority. Also a Planning Committee was created to

oversee the future developments of the Institute.

Another area of considerable significance was faculty evaluation. Within a few weeks of
my arrival in IIMA. a situation had arisen when several senior members of the faculty

were unhappy with sortie promotion decisions. An ad hoc group was. formed by Director

to examine these cases. After detailed discussions some changes were made. For review

of promotion cases, the Director constituted a committee of four, including himself, to

appraise all faculty members, with the proviso that all decisions would have to be

unanimous. The task involved reading seif—apbraisal forms, written output of each faculty

member and then discussion in the committee. As the decisions had to be unanimous each

member had to convince others of his view. At times discussions on one case could take

several hours and the task was exhausting. The committee, however, functioned

satisfactorily. The reasons why this committee worked reasonably well may be because (i)

decisions had to be unanimous, (ii) the confidentiality of views expressed in the

discussions was fully honored by members cont:erned and no cases were discussed by any

member outside the committee meetings, and (iii) any faculty member who wanted to

meet the committee was free to do so and was given the reasons for the decision — an

open system which minimised anxiety about arbitrariness of decisions.

In retrospect the highlights of the institutional activity may be identified as follows:

1 Confidence among individuals about themselves and a feeling of belonging to the

institution was built through participation in committees and the autonomy that

these committees enjoyed. Concern for quality of the flagship programmes helped

the Institute build its reputation and contacts with business and Government. In

turn, improved reputation reinforced confidence of faculty in themselves. This was

the Director’s one single most important contribution to IIMA, viz giving

confidence to the faculty. At the same time these measures gave rise to individual

idiosyncratic behaviour by which some people Chose to teach very little and engage
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in their own consulting or public relations activity. This latter fact created pockets

of resentment among groups of faculty. It gave a A feeling to some that the

institution had no control or direction.

Another factor that contributed to faculty’s self—confidence was the induction

training given at Harvard. All faculty members attended the year—Iong International

Teacher’s Programme in the U.S.A. during the early years of the Institute’s

existence. The experience of learning and living together forged among them a

common perception about education 'and this factor hetped in developing the

educational activities at the Institute.

(It is not clear how early association of Harvard helped in institution building. The

links with Harvard had become weaker when I reached Ahmedabad. Influence of

Harvard was not noticeable in any significant way).

The sense of drift prevailed strongly. The acceptance of new ideas through

committee structure was difficult. This meant that no significant changes could be

initiated without prior discussion in the Icomrnittees and invariably the

recommendations resulted in compromise decisions. Even high powered and

successful consultant like AK Rice was unable to explore new patterns. The

internal committees also failed to initiate any major changes.

(White the system had the advantage of creating a sense of confidence among

individuals, it brought in rigidity that made changes difficult. This situation

prevailed at least untii the time I left thelnstitute in January 1973).

Inter—area interactions depended on individuals. There was no formal mechanism

to bring about coerdination except that faculty members could hold membership of

more than one area. The areas performed their role because of some individuals in

the area and because they had certain obligatory tasks to perform. The areas had to

approve courses, decide on area programmes, assign teaching responsibilities for

area members. But few were able to initiate activities for faculty develooment.
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E enhancement of subject knowledge, etc. Among small groups and in comdors the

subject of discussion was that something needs to be done, but no one had precise
idea what it might be. At the same time any new proposals were difficult to gain
acceptance of the community.

4 The Institute was gaining public recognition. The programmes run by the Institute
were received well. Several faculty members were recognised as consultants of 1E high stature. The Institute ‘received many conshifing‘ projects. Overtime
independent income to the Institute gave certain degree of freedom and provided
further reinforcement for self—confidence.

Social System

\

he social system was governed by the kind of relationships that developed in the
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tcndenhai complex,ar1d to some extent influenced by the family goings and comings. At
Ei,work there were groups generally along functional lines but some crossfunctional as well.
E'E'here were some individuals who were active in the community as a whole. There was
E110 inter—group rivalry or feelings of hostility. Such groups emerged on the basis of
Escntiehce rather than a sociai cn'teria. En meetings, there was no evidence that the
Ediscussion followed along group lines. For institutional activities, the collaboration was
Eeftcn available along cross-functional lines. This interaction was further faciiitated by
participation in executive development programmes where faculty worked and lived
together in off~campus locations of such programmes. The interaction among groups
f0ilowed certain patterns which were fully known and understood within the social system
at the institution.

in academic matters, cooperation in terms of mutual help or advise was limited to only a
few persons. People did not feel comfortable with critique of the output of other people.
Very often open critique lead to feelings of resentment This kind of interaction also
Jiccutred1n a few area meetings or faculty seminars Often people shied away from open
nteraetion in academic matters.
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c Institute was able to develop "we". feeling among the faculty and staff. Any criticism

Etif the Institute from outside invited mass reaction.

Beiations with students had individual orientation. Individual faculty members invited

:éhldents in their courses to spend an evening or so with them. Formal functions were

Egonfined to special occasions either arranged by the Institute or by the students.
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CENTRE FOR MANAGEMENT IN AGRICULTURE: AN INNOVATION E

DK Desai

 

The beginning of the Centre for Management in Agriculture (CMA) can be traced. back to"
3962 the very first year of the establishment of the Indian Institute of Management
Ahmedabad (IIMA). It was Dr Sarabhai’ s idea that the institute should not restrict itself

to the management problems of only the business and industry sectors of the Indian
economy. Hence the first departure he made from the Ford Foundation consultant’ 3 report
on the establishment of the management institutes in India was to 31311 a section dealing
With the agnculturai sector right from the beginning of IMA.

Dr Sarabhai consulted Henry Arthur, Professor of Agn'business at the Harvard Business
School, to help in the establishment of the agricultural section at the Institute. Prof Arthur
thought of starting an agricultural section as a part of the marketing area on the pattern of 
:the Harvard Business School. He sent Mr Michael Halse, a DBA student, to help the
Ehtstitute111 January 1963. Halse had different ideas than Prof Arthur. His ideas coincided

With those of Dr Sarabhai who wanted to deal with the whole agricultural sector instead of
only agribusiness. Halse, being a British citizen, was more influenced by his home pattern

on dealing with the agricultural and cooperative sectors together. Hence he started
Working with the agricultural cooperatives in India The first contact he made with the
host successful dairy cooperative in India- the Kaira Milk Producers' Cooperative - laid
the foundation of the study of agn'cultural management.

Dr Sarabhai took special interest in the development of the agricultural section at the
institute. He asked Haise to search for a faculty member to develop the section. In
becember 1963, Dr DK Desai was appointed as a professor. Dr Sarabhai requested Mr C
Subramaniam the then Minister of Agriculture in the central government, to help the
institute in the establishment of the agricultural section. Mr Subramaniam believed that
management concepts should be applied to the agricultural sector in order to modernize it
at a faster pace. At that time he had the additional charge of the Department of
Community Develepment He asked Dr Sarabhai to study the management problems of

the community development programme and gave a two—year grant to the Institute from
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the Ministry of Agriculture (MOA).

éIn obtaining financial resources for the Instittite, the grant from the MOA was an
Einnovation Instead of depending only on one source of the central government, viz the

Ministry of Education (MOE), which was the main source of finance for the recurring

._cxpend.iture of the Institute, it provided a diversification of resources. This procedure

eventually helped the institute in obtaining funds fi'omvaiious central ministries and state

E governments.

E‘The grant from the MOA enabled the Institute to.appoint a team of five faculty members

and five resemh associates to study the management problems of the community

development programme. The team, called the Ag--Co Group in the Institute, was the beginning of the Cehtre for Management1n Agriculture.

2:‘1‘

gghg—Co Group

fig:

The group followed the case method of study and submitted to the Ministry a report

Eenhtied Studies in Black Development and Cooperative Organisation. The Institute

 

This antagonized the ministry officials, particularly the Secretary of MOA.

y. the time the study was over, the Minister’s interest in the community development had

tieclined. He was engrossedin developing the "High Yielding Varieties Programme". The

eptoject on studies of Block Development went under the supervision of the section dealing

sfith agricultural extension in the ministry. The section was least interested in the project

and was antagonistic to the Institute. Ultimately the project went under the supervision of

e Directorate of Economics & Statistics (DES) in the ministry.
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in August 1964, before the Ag—Co Group was formed, Desai along with other faculty

Eiiitcrtibers were sent to the Harvard Business School to undergo one year's International

?feachers’ Programme (ITP). One of the objectives in starting the agricultural section in

he Institute was to offer courses on management in agriculture to the PGP students. A

ftourse on Management of Agricuitural and Cooperative Enterprises (MACE) was jointly

Sdeveioped by Halse and Desai. This was offered to the second year students of PGP as an

itiective but the response was rather poor.

I'In June 1965, Prof Ravi Matthai joined as the first full time director of the Institute. Till

t:1111311 Dr Sarabhai acted as an Honorary Director. During the time when Halse had. close 
trelanonsmp with the P.A.of the Minister, he submitted a major project proposal to set up

   

   
    

i111 "Institute for Management of Cooperative Enterprises". The relationship between the

%:proposed institute and the IIMA was not made clear. The Minister discussed. the proposal

~ '11 meeting with Dr DR Gadgil, the doyen of the cooperative movement in India, and

0f Ravi Matthai. Dr Gadgil was very critical of the proposal mainly because he doubted

c bonafides of 'IIMA in helping the cooperative movement. Ravi felt embarrassed

because he himself was not convinced about the proposal and did not want to antagonize

    

 

   

wDr Gadgil. The proposal was eventually dropped.a

giMuiti-ievel Dairy Management Programme

nder the leadership of Halse, the Ag-Co Group developed several case studies on dairy

development The ciose relationship with Amul made it easy to conduct the case studies.

Because of the association of IIMA with the Harvard Business school (H88) in the

beginning yeats, there was a heavy emphasis on the case method of teaching and the

1x
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reparation of case studies by the faculty and the research staff. The output of case

 

udies of the Ag-Co Group was perhaps the highest in the Institute. 011 the basis of the

ase studies the Ag--Co Group developed an innovative programme caiied the Muiti-level

patty Management Programme (MDMP) This was patterned after the Three-tier

anagement Programme developed by the Institute. The major difference between the

'T we programmes Iwas that the hitter deait with the three tiers of the same company

hcreus the three ievels of the dairy management programme belonged to the sector. The
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3 three levels were the rural leveI, the plant level, and the top ievci. Dr Kurien persenully

took interest in making the programme a success.

Help from Ford Foundation

The Ford Foundation, which sponsored the feasibility study of establishing management

institutes in India, provided. after these institutes were established, the foreign exchange

2 required for the (training of faculty abroad and getting fomign faculty in India. It also

1 made a special grant to IIMA to develop agriculture} management at the Institute. The

grant enabled the Ag-Co Group in getting the basic infrastructure and meeting the travel

expenses.

Ag-Co Group Leader

' After MOA sanctionedythe project to study community development in India, Halse was

designated as the AguCo Group Leader. However, Ravi felt that it would be better if an

Indian faculty was designated as the Group Leader so that the Institute would not have to

depend-on foreign faculty for the development of the agricultural section in the Institute.

9 After Desai returned from the HHS, he was designated as the AguCo Group matter. In

the early stage of the Institute’s development, the Area chairmen and Ag-Co Group Leader ‘
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were directly nominated by Director.

‘i Grant; from the MOA

  

  
  

      

y December 1965, Ravi sensed that the MOA was not interested in continuing the grant

ade to the Institute. He found it difficult to: continue the five faculty members of the

g-Co Group without financial support from the MOA beyond March 1966. He asked

Desai to find ways and means to continue the grant from the MOA. Fortunately, Desai

1 knew Mr JS Sauna, the then Economic & Statistical Adviser (ESA) in~charge of DES in

; e MOA. He requested Mr Sarma to advise him how the grant from the MOA could be

ontin-ued beyond March 1966. M1 Sarma 101d that the Secretary, MOA, had noted that
he grant should be discehtinued. No one in the ministry understood the case method of
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research. Hence no justification could be provided for the continuation of the grant. I

{Howevcn if the institute could work on project research on the lines of the Agror

_ Economic Centre (ABC), he could make out a case for the continuation of the grant.

' Dcsai ihfonned Ravi about Sarma’s advice and explained the difficuities of the Ag—Co

5 Group in gearing to the pattern of ABC. Ravi said whatever is required'to satisfy the

mquirement of the MOA to obtain the grant should be done.

I The proposai for the AEC type research project was to be submitted within a short time so

that Sarma would have enough time to process the proposal. Desai found that the MOA’s

immediate concern was the High Yielding Varieties Programme (HYVP). He, therefore,

conceived of a research ”project on "Planning and Irnplementation of HYVP”. The project

was divided into five pans, each dealing with a particular high yielding variety of grains

such as rice, wheat. maize, jowar and bajra, so that five faculty members could be

absorbed. Be prepared the project proposal and submitted it to Sarma who liked it and

pushed it through the ministry. The Secretary, MOA’ was keenly interested in the HYVP.

He approved the project and the grant from the MOA to the Institute continued.

Q Ag-Co Group and Agro-Economic €e1'1tre

_ The pattern of ABC involved project research on important agro— economic issues and had

a staffing pattern .of the Dhector (sometimes honorary), the Deputy Director, research

assistants, and field investigators. This staffing pattern did not fit in with the staffing

pattern of the Institute. The only position equivalent to the facuity position of the Institute

“’35 that Of 31‘? Dept“)! DiICCtDr. To adjust the grant for five faculty members in the

pattern of ABC was not possible. Desai told Sarma that the Institute wanted the grant for

five faculty members to remain in position and it was not possibie to fit in the positidns in

the staffing pattern of ABC. Sarma told that if the Institute agreed to give five project

ICPOI'IS, C&Ch invoiving a particular high yielding variety, MOA would not insist that the

ginstitute should follow the staffing pattern of ABC. The project reports should be

submitted by the end of the financial year. The grant would be renewed from year—to-year

,1

0n the condition that one research project would be submitted per faculty member. Ravi
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agreed to comply with the condition and gave the Ag—Co Group Leader the responsibility

and‘the authority to execute the project.

The execution of the project on HYVP and the timely submihsion of the five repotts

satisfied MOA. The reports were so highiy appreciated that MOA agreed to continue the

grant on a regular basis by heating the Ag-Co Grettp as one of the Agro-Economic

Centres. It also gave freedom to the Ag—Co Group to propose the projects of their liking

provided one project was proposed for each of the five faculty members.

With the enforcement of the strict discipline of project preparation. timely submission of

the project proposals, execution and submission of the reports, the Ag-Co Group’s'prestige'

Ewith MOA went up among all the AECS. The reports were highly appreciated in the

Saeademia 'of agricultural economics and by agricultural policy makers and executives to

‘whom the reports were circulated. Whilethe Ag-Co Group submitted five reports

annually, other AECs submitted only one Ieport every year or at the end of the project

iperiod.

?'Humhity of Ravi

~1A1though MOA had decided to give the grant on a continuous basis, it was treated as

lump-sum grant. Hence no provision was made for regular increments of the faculty and

sthe staff employed by the grant. Ravi could have easily provided the small amount

tneeded to pay regular increments to the Ag-Co Group personnel from the regular budget

?of the Institute. But he wanted to keep the Ag-Co Group’s financial resources separate

:gjfrom the tegularkresources of the Institute. He went with Desai to request MOA to

gprovide for regular increments of the Ag—Co staff in the grant. Ravi and Desai had to wait

é'oatside the office of the budget personnel in the MOA for more than an hour. Ravi

?waited patientiy and convinced the budget personnel to inetude the amount for payment of

increments on a regular basis. Such was the humility of Ravi.
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Agribusiness Approach

Aftet committing to MOA that five research reports would be submitted annually, the

problem of seiection of topics of the research projects, which would satisfy‘ the

requirements of MOA and at the same time would fall withtn the over~all objective of the

development of agfieulthral management, was a‘very intriguing task. One of the important

contributions of HES to the discipline of agricultural management was the development of

the concept of agribusiness by Davis and Goidberg. Desai attempted to develop this

concept further and evolved a concept of the agricultural system integrating the business

and non—business components. The agficuitural system was classified into various sub—

systems in such a way that when they were studied in relative isolation, the resulting

knowledge about them fitted into the whole system from which they were derived. and

i thus contributed to understanding the agricultural system. Each sub-system was viewed in

7 a three dimensional t_‘omi; (i) the field, (ii) the people, and (iii) the management process.

? The fist two dimensions formed the setting in which the management process had to be

; applied.

E-The rudiments of the concept .of the agticulturaisystem were developed at the time of

selection of the research projects to be submitted to MOA. Agricultural management was

broadly divided into thxee components: (i) agricultural input management, (ii). farm

production management, and (iii) agricuhural output management. Because of Desai’s

traming in farm management, he felt'that the problems of {amt management should be

dealt with at the agricultural universities and that IIMA should concentrate on agricultural

tmput and output management.

%§'_'1herefore, the research prejects were broadly dwxded into agncultural input and output

    
  
    

anagement. In the initiai pefiod the inputs of irrigation, fertilizer and seed and the  

utputs of rice, wheat, oilseeds and fruits and vegetables were selected. In addition,

5 esearch projects were undertaken to study the agricultural and rural development projects

?and programmes.
     

i he project research undertaken by the Ag-Co Group dealt with the problems at the sector
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level and the case research detail with the problems at the firm ievci. An attempt was

made to coordinate the case research and the project research.

Re-Organisation Committee of the Institute

While carrying out the difficult task of the five research projects annually, the Ag-Co

Group continued its work of case studies and offered elective courses oh agriculturat

management to the PG? students and offered two to three executive programmes in

agricultural management per year. This workioad created great stress among the Ag~Co

faculty. Each Faculty member carried almost equal work load as any other faculty member

in the Institute in terms of case tesearch and teaching. This created resentment and the

authority delegated to the Ag-Co Group Leader added ‘to the resentment.

Institute’s activities were expanding fast: PGP had become highly successful and the

Institute’s executive programmes had become most prestigious. Ravi felt that the

Institute’s administration needed reorganisation to handle the growth problems. He set up

a reorganisation committee to advise him. One of the problems the reorganisatiOn

cornmittee faced was how to fit the administration of the Ag-Co Group within the totality

of the Institute.

Questions were raised whether the group should be dissolved and the Ag~Co Group

members asked to join different areas. Whether the activities of the agricultural sector

should be handled by a temporary project group or separate sector groups on the line of

the Ag-Co Group and should they be administered differently than the areas? It was

understood that the functions of the area and the sector group were quite different. The

reorganisation committee could not ceme to any definite conclusion and the administration

of the Ag-Co Group remained unaffected when the recommendations of the re—

organisation committee were adopted. The stress within the Ag~Co Group and between

the Ag—Co Group and other areas continued.

Within the Institute the position of the Ag-Co Group Leader vis—a-vts the Area Chairman

had created special kind of stress. Area Chairman was the coordinator of the area
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activities which pertained mainly to course offering to PGP and he had no authority. The

Ag-Co Group leader was given the responsibility of fulfilling the commitment made to the!

external source of finance and hence he was given the necessary authority by the Director.

As there was no second layer of authority below the Director for faculty adminisn'at'ion, _.

the position of the Ag—Co Group Leader created problems within .theAg-Co Group faculty

as they feIt that their position was downgraded.

Centre for Management in Agriculture

By 1969, the strain of remaining the Ag~Co Group Leader for a long period became too

much. Hence Desai submitted his resignation as theAg—Co Group Leader to Ravi who

rejected it and asked him to continue for some more time.

By this time the response to the course offering in agricultural management to PG?

students became so poor that ultimately the course offering was stopped and the Ag-Co

Group concentrated on organisingexeeutive programmes and preparation of case studies

and executing the MOA research projects.

The Ag-Co faculty felt the need of a long-term teaching programme to be on par with the

POP faculty. De'sai felt that this would perhaps reduce the resentment of the Ag-Co

faculty, generated by the compulsion of executing the MOA research projects. it} 1970,

Desai contacted Dr Olson of USAID and explored the possibilities of organising a long-

term programme for agricultural management for agricultural graduates. Dr Olsen gave a

positive response and asked Desai to prepare a project proposal for USAID's approval.

Ravi supported the idea of launching one-year Programme for Management in Agriculture

(PMA). He made a presentation of the project proposal to USAID officials personally. A

substantial grant ffom USAID followed. It included a non—recurring grant for construction

of two dormitories for PMA students and a recurring grant for seven faculty members for

a period of five years. After the grant was sanctioned, it was to be approved by

Govemment of India ((301) before it could be disbursed to IIMA. The approval was'to be

processed by the Indian Council of Agriculture Research (IICAR) in MOA. A question

was raised by ICAR as to why the grant should be given to IIMA which had no
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agricultural background and was not an agricultural university. This objection puazled

Ravi and Desai.

Ravi asked Desai to find out a solution to the problem from his contact with ICAR.

Fortunately, Desai knew Dr Gautam, the then Deputy Director General of lCAR, who

became the Director General afterwards. He sought Gautam’s advice. Dr Gautarn

suggested that if a committee of vice~chancellors of agricultural universities supported that

PMA should be conducted by llMA, ICAR would support the disbursement of USAID

grant to IIMA.

Ravi consulted the Ford Foundation which had good telationship with the Vice-Chancellor

of the UP. Agricultural University (UPAU), who agreed to be the Chairman of USAID
grant for PMA. Ravi met the Vice-Chancellor of UPAU along with the representative of

the Ford Foundation. The Vice-Chancellor laid down the Condition that PMA at IIMA

would be supported by the agricultural universities provided the programme gave first

preference to the teachers of agricultural universities deputed' for the programme. Ravi

agreed to the condition provided the teachers met the admission criteria. The USALD

grant to HMA was approved by (301.

An intensive search for additional seven faculty members was made. Ravi saw to it that

there was a good diversification in the academic backgrounds of the faculty members. 'He

believed that at multi-diseiplinary approach was required to handle the problems of

agricultural management. The strength of the Ag-Co Group increased to 13 which was

about one—third of the total faculty strength of the Institute at that time. Five of the

thirteen were supported by the MOA grant, seven by the USAID grant, and one from the

Institute's regular fund.

The Ag-Co Grouprhad grown in size, its activities increased manyfold after the

establishment of PMA. Ravi decided to convert the Ag-Co Group into the Centre for

Management in Agn'cultute (CMA). The proposal was discussed in the Institute faculty

meeting and CMA was established in 1970. The designation of the Ag—Co Group Leader

was changed to Chairman, CMA. Instead of putting him at par with other Areachairmen,
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more authority, even greater than that delegated to Ag-Co Group Leader, was‘delegnted to

CMA Chairman. _ ‘

Programme for Management in Agriculture

In 1971, the first batch of students was admitted to the programme. After the completion

of the one—year programme; the PMA students wanted to have similar employment in the

industry and business sectors as the two-year PGP students. This was going against the

basic objective of serving the agricultural sector through the PMA. The organised section

of the agn'eulture sector eould‘not provide .remunerations equivalent to what the industry

and business sectors gave to the PCP students.'~ Moreover. the executives of the industry

and business sectors, who looked after agrieulttire related activities in their organisations,

wanted to employ the PGP students first. They took the PMA students only when the

PGP students were not available.

The discrepancy between the opportunities of PCP and 'PMA students created great

dissatisfaction among the PMA students and the CMA'faculty. The objectives of serving

the agricultural sector became less important than providing employment to the PMA

students comparable to the positions offered to the PCP students.

Fortunately, in early seventies the nationalised banks opened up new opportunities for

agricultural graduates. As the banking sector gave preference to PMA students, a

substantial numbeJ of them were empldyed in the banking sector in the initial period.

Ravi’s Resignation as Director

In 1971, Ravi decided to step down from the position of the Director. Desai reminded

Ravi of his resignation from the position of the Ag-Co Group Leader in 1969, which was

rejected by him. Desai insisted that his resignation of the chairmanship of CMA should

be accepted before Ravi relinquished the charge of directorship. Ravi said that it would

not be proper for Desai to resign at a time when he himself was stepping down and asked

him to continue for at ieast one more year under the new Director, Dr Samuel Paui. Desai
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agreed to-continue and his rrcsignalion was accepted in 1973.

Special Programme for Management in Agriculture

PMA was continued for two more years. The discontent of PMA students and CMA
faculty made the Institute to change the programme from one—year to two~year
programme, and it was called the Special Programme for Management in Agriculture
(SPA). The admissiOn requirements were lowered from post-graduates to graduates in
agriculture. The first year was kept common for the POP and SBA students and the

second year comfarised special courses of management in agricuiture. Although the

agricultural graduates could get into the general PGP, if they qualified, very few
agricultural graduates could get admission to PGP due to the tough competition from
engineering and other students. Hence for agricultural students, SPA provided the
opportunity of admission to "PGP" which had become the most prestigious choice for the
student community of India.

Because of the common first year, the distinction between PGP and SPA was blurred.
The temptation of getting PGP type job opportunities among the SPA students was quite
high after they completed SPA. At the same time, the PCP faculty began to feel that the
average standard of the PCP students went down because of the common one-year for
both PG? and SPA students. This led to a serious thinking of separating SPA from PGP
1nd starting a separate two—year SPA. However, financial and other constraints did not
tllow this option. The SPA continued as before.

Zoncluding Remarks

Fhe experience of the first decade of the IIMA in establishing CMA has several lessons

Or institution building.

Ilarity in the objective of starting a new activity within the Institute is very important. It
hould fit in with the overall objective. The Institute should develop organisational
Eexibiiity to adapt to the situations, particularly of uncertain financial resources, if the
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thectivc is Clear. ani did not bother 'u‘huut thc'neul orgzmisntionufi struettm: when the
:ircumsmnces warranted to obtain finnnciu! resources for keeping the important activity of
nunttgement in agriculture going.

Fhe necessity of checking whether the activities, which are undertaken and continued,
'oliow the original objective during the implementation stage. is very important because
many forces, which make one compromise with the objective, develop during
mplementation.

Fhe need of organising an institutional structure to provide agricultural management
ducation in India, which was originally. conceived by Dr Sambhai, is pmved beyond
loubt with the sfiecess story of. CMA at IIMA. However, the scope of agficultural
nanagement education has been much greater than could be accommodated within the
IMA structure. The very fact that many institutions, dealing with only a particular pan of
sgricultural management education, have been established in India after the establishment
1f CMA is an indication of the large scope. The glaring examples are the Institute of
tural Management, Anand (IRMA); the indian Institute of Forest Management (ITEM),
3hopa1; the National Academy of Agricultural Research Management (NAARM),
1yderabad; and the National Centre for Management of Agricultural Extension
MANAGE); Hyderabad. All these institutions have taken inspiration from the CMA
UCCBSS.

Fhe agricultural universities have been very slow in including agricuitural management
ducation in their curriculum. The Punjab Agricultural University had taken the lead in
ntroducing business management programme in the university after observing the success
f CMA. The Tamiinadu Agricultural University has followed suit. The Maharashtra
tgricultural University has been thinking of starting an agricultural tnanagement
rogramme. The Haryana Agricultural University has also shown some interest.

‘ big push is required to organise agricultural management education at the agricultural
liversities. An institutional set—up, called ICAR-IIMA Panel, was created as a joint
’fort of ICAR and IIMA to help organise agficultural management education at the
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[grieulmrul universities. However. the effort fizzled out because of the subsequent luck of
mercst both in IIMA und ICAR to continue the venture.



7.8
T0 RAVI ~Wl'l‘il RESPECT AND AFFECTEDN

Michael Liaise

When Ravi joined the IIMA, the Institute was in the throes (only to literally) 0f

estahlishihg its 2-year MBA programme. My own werk was on Management in

Agriculture & Co—operatives, which was not at that time directly related to the MBA

programme and was thus considered to be out of the main stream : Ravi was interested.

but content to let me carry on, at least for the time being, while he established himself as

a Director in control.

"Control" of the HMA was, however, not a simple objective at that time. For reasons

which I did not (and do not)‘ understand, the MBA students had become dissatisfied and

disturbed - gone berserk, I privately thought - shortly after Ravi took charge.

His previous job, I had been told, had been as a put-it—right man of a large holding

group - and he had just successfully brought into profit a company which had been

making heavy losses when the group had acquired it. Part of Ravi's put-it-right scheme

had involved stripping the company of surpltis labour at all levels, including all levels of

management. Few, if any. of the IIMA staff knew Ravi personally ~ so his arrival at the

Institute was billed as, "Enter, Ravi the Butcher"!

A charming, modest, miId-mannered Butcher, I thought, on first meeting him. A little

bemused? I wondered - or confused? No, not confused : too cieaf—minded, I concluded,

hut puzzled, yes. I do not remember how we got into it - but I do remember that, shortly

after he joined, my first meaningful talk with Ravi began when I "reminded” him that

IIMA people’s reception of him was bound to be coloured by his manageriaily gory

reputation.

it took me at least one minute to realise that he had not uhderstood me. So I explained :

his last job, er-rrumph, people sacked wholesale, er—rrumph. He looked at me open-

mouthed: "My God, I am not a butcher”, he exclaimed, a hurt expression on his face.
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His pained reaction-madc me feel guilty! Had I over-stnted his Butcher's image? Had I
upset‘him unneeessarily? and, in any case,-why had I opened my bigmouth on the

; subject at all?

And so on - until other pre—occupations drove the issue from my mind. “Management. in
Agriculture & Cooperatives" was proving a very rough row to hoe - and all I remember
of the world beyond it was that “saving the MBA programme" was talked of by many as
being Ravi’ s first mission, according to them, only he could do it — and everyone else had,
it seemed, to sit by and leave him, unaided, to this Sisyphian task.

Whatever the student‘s’ piaints might have been, emoiliating them appeared to be a process
or ritual which could begin only at dusk — when one would see Ravi striding manfuliy
across the nibblestmewn, half built campus, more dwarf like than ever, against the mock-
monument of the IIMA’S architectuxe. Ultimately, Ravi would reach the waiting students.
As he sat down in a lone chair before them - a diminutive defendant, facing his massed:
prosecutors — they too would sit in horse-shoe formation around him, their angry buzz
fading.

He spoke gently, quietly - so quietly that, when I passed by - my own work for the day
being finished - even though I passed quite close behind Ravi, I could not hear his words
at all. No wonder the students sensed that he was Speaking to them only: that achieving
their trust and understanding was the only peak he aspired to scale.

I was not surprised that such self—abnegating single-mindedness brought him the prize he
sought - my only wonder was that the students held out against it for so long, hour after

hour, night after night. How it ended, by what argtiments, by what trade offs, if any, I

never learned.

But one thing, like others, I did learn. Ravi was no Butcher : a pastor, more like.

For me, the deuButchering 0f Ravi « in effect, by the students, God bless them — had a
delayed — happy - sequel.
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The MEA programme hudtgone from strength to strength, i gathered. Management in

Agriculture 8: (Imperatives also prospered modestly. Ravi and I became. i like to believe.

fond pmi‘essional colleagues — certainly. evenings spent with him and a few other-friends

and colleagues were highlights for me in a life otherwise dominated by a seemingly

endiess torrent of devastating work. determined as I was - with probably boring

fanaticism, looking back on it - to ieave behind me :at the IIMA a decent contribution to

the discipline of management in the food-agri sector.

Whatever I achieved was accomplished by a studious and cunning avoidance of any I

embroiiment in such matters as the MBA programme, which must have imitated many of '

those responsible for that programme. Ravi made it clear to me that he was ,well aware of

my tactic - and that he was tolerating it because he espoused my overall goal. I beiieved —

then, now - that he was amused by the lengths I went to, in assiduous avoidance of

"embroilment". Until - perhaps in my third yea; at the IIMA - I received an oral request

to make myself available to the Dinector at his office. When? Right now!

My God. Must be something terrible? which ,of my sins have found me out?

Gather up all current drafts. Put them in a folder. Ass that you are, try at least to look

cool, calm and collected. Relaxed as ever, Ravi was seated at his paper-covered table.

He smiled and waved me to a chair in front of it.

Behind him stood Ms Maiathi Bolar. Also smiling, (albeit a little uncertainly? I

wondered). Malathi: Oh God, that is the trouble. My big mouth again. The
impressively competent and inesistibly witty Maiathi had been stuck (my word) with

WAC : the only Harvard Bizz School course that the IIMA MBA had copied lock, stock

and band - and (my words, again) by far the worsit and weakest course in the HBS MBA.

30 I had commiserated with Malathi. Had I done it in pubiic? worse still, had I done it in

Front of students, God save us. Malathi must have complained. Denigrating, sticking his

iose in.
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And rightly. Yes, she would have been justified. Shall I wait to hear the charge — or

apologise without waiting for it?

I then realised that Ravi was talking about WAC — but not about my insensitive dismissal

of the course. WAC, he said, in effect, et-rrumph, was not working out very well:

Malathi herself was dissatisfied with it. So despite my heavy workload - Ravi suddenly

concluded, he had called me to ask me to work with Maiathi on revising - or, indeed,

replacing - the WAC course. to better achieve its objectives. ‘*

Bright stars of rage and fear dazzled me. My beautiful anti-embroilment play was not

merely to be destroyed — but to be replaced by the worst form of embroilment: the foreign

expert role. I believe that I finally verbalised my reaction by yelling; "Oh no, you do not,

Ravi - you are not. going to put me on Malathi's back as her white man's burden -" and so

on. To my dismay, Ravi's normally pale face turned a deepening red colour.

Was it my disrespect for the office of Director? Or my deliberate use of a racist

vocabulary? Was Ravi angered by me - or ashamed for me? I did not, and do not, know.

To me, it seemed that we were gobbling at each other incoherently, with no decent way

out from the impasse. When, suddenly, the electrified air between the two of us was

cleared by Malathi‘s justly famous, and unforgettable, laugh.

Oh, Mike. she said, I asked Ravi to ask you, because I knew that you would say ‘No’ if I

asked you myself. You and your agriculture!

She bubbled on, beautifully disregarding the conflict between Ravi and me - and, thus,

defusing it entirely. Against such grace, who could decently say no? I did genuinely

doubt my ability to contribute anything that Malathi could not have done better alone —

and, obviously, I never shall know now what I conm'buted.

I do know that, between us, Malathi and I designed Written Executive Communication :

WEC (V-sign t0 WAC, of course). And Ravi, as ever, happily let us get on with it. We
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presented the coursejointly, first time round - and, when I left the IIMA on expiration of

my contruet, Mnluthi continued to teach (and improve) WEC. until she too left ’

Ahmedabad for greater things. Thus. did Ravi end my anti-embroilment isolation. My

hours spent with Malathi and the students on WEC were among my happiest at the IIMA.

Yet, I confess, I remembered Ravi's role in the affair only when, by chance, I Was invited

to write this In Memorium.

To adjuhe Ravi to RIP absurd. Even at this timeless moment, in the unlikely event that I

should ever catch up with him, I am sure that I would find him seated. writing an

analysis of his Paradisal Environment, in continuation of his endless stream of thoughtful,

thought—provoking papers. As ever. Ioudspeakers blare as he likes them to when he

writes - but, this time, the music is celestial and iliumines an IBM-ish Valhalla.

I am sure, too, that whoever is in charge up there, is reading Ravi’s papers on how to

improve his eternal Organisation with care and appreciation, finding each and every word

full of wisdom and compassion.

So perhaps, on second thoughts, one should say, RIP, Ravi, if you can and wish to - and,

more importantly, Thank you, Ravi, for all you did while you were with us.
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SOME REFLECTIONS ()N INSTITUTION BUILDING : IIMA AND IIMC

MN Vora '

This note is based on my experience as a {acuity member'bo'th at the Indian Institute of
Management, Calcutta (IIMC) and the Indian Institute of Management, Ahmedabad
(IIMA). I was recruited for IIMC before it became a legal entity. However, for a couple

of months of the intervening period I worked at the'Ford Foundation office in Delhi; on
its funded research project with two MIT Sloan School colleagues who were going to be
the members of MIT team at IIMC for the first few years. A third Sloan School senior
faculty member (Tom Hill) was the leader of the team. As all the four of us were kind of
working together at the Ford Foundation Office in Delhi, I had an opportunity to listen to
and have casual discussions with them on a‘number of issues related to the upcoming
Indian Institute of Management, Calcutta as well as another IIM to be located in Western

India (Bombay was the preferred location but finally Ahmedabad was selected as a site for
the second institute, ie IIMA).

I will like to state that my observations presented below are my own impressions,
perceptions and inferences. I might be making substantial error in drawing my inferences
Some of these views might not be acceptable to my colleagues. I will like to request them
to pardon me for expressing my views in this manner.

I will like to make observations on four aspects:

1 The kind of Indian faculty members who happened to be in position in the initial
few years.

2 The kind of foreign visiting faculty members who were there in the beginning

years.

3 The kind of support available from industn'al organizations.

4 Comments on selected processes of work at these two institutes.
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Indian Eucuity Members in theinilial Years

AT IIMC

1 It appeared that at IIMC. the key decision makers believed that they should attract

very weii known individuals to join as faculty members. Therefore. scribes effort

was made to persuade such individuals. For example Mr Ashok Mitra (who later

on became a somewhat controversial finance minister for West Bengal state) was

persuaded to be at IIMC.

2 There was a corollary to the beiiefs of‘IIMC key decision makers. That along

with half a dozen of such faculty membeks of statute who might join HMC, the

Institute would be able to attract another set of individuals who would accept

working with each of these well known individuals as a part of small teams to

build up strengths in specific areas.

3 IIMC was able to attract half a dozen faculty members of the first type. It also

recruited several individuals who were to be part of the second set.

4 Each individual in the first set of faculty members had high stature in his

discipline.

5 These high stature. faculty members were found to be quite a difficult set of

individuals for IIMC Director to handIe.

6 On many occasions, even on small issues, such individuals, probably tried to dictate

as to how things should be done. At times, they threatened that if things were not

done in the manner they suggested, they would leave the Institute.

7 It appeared to me that probably some of these individuals believed that they were

'giving reputation to the Institute because of their stature rather than the institution

giving them the image. My perception was that they did not need the Institute s0
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much as the lnstittlte'ncetled them.

8 In my view. this resulted into considerable instability of faculty at IIMC. There .

was a small span of period when several faculty members left. These faculty

members definitely had very satisfactory alternatives to which they could easily go

to. IIMC therefore became a weak institution. when some of these individuals left.

The unfavourable impact of this appeared to have lasted for more than a decade.

9 The second set of faculty members at IIMC were not in a position to influence

things one way or the other. The kind of team work expected did not materialise

too. Probabiy individualwfaculty members from the first set did not have any strong

urge to build up a team, or spehd time with faculty members from the second set

in terms of heiping them to strengthen themselves in specific areas/sub-aneas. The

first set of faculty members also had his/her set ideas about things and therefore

lost interest in things if academic activities were not carried out according to their

wishes. They were really very "individualistic" in their style. Their commitment

to Institute’s goals was not thag high compared to their personal goals. The second

set of faculty members generally found the situation not that encouraging and

hence did things which they thought were right and in a manner which they

thought was appropriate.

AT IIMA

I At IIMA the key decision makers probabiy had a different set of beliefs about the

kind of individuals they wanted to recruit for faculty positions at IIMA.

2 It was clear from their recruitment of the first and second set of recruitees that

there was no attempt to recruit individuals who already had achieved a high stature

in their. "discipline" or area. There was also some emphasis on recruiting

individuals with satisfactory industry work experience. There was one senior

‘ individual who had good experience in institution building. There was no full~time

Director. Dr Sarabhai acted as honorary director.
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Most of these faculty members therefore exhibited a very high degree of '

commitment towards Institute’s goals. Probably they required the Institute very

much for giving them the "image" rather than they giving the Institute the

reputation because of their association.

IIMA, therefore, did not experience any significant turnover of faculty members.

Even if an individual left for personal reasons, there was negligible impact, ifat all

on the InStitute‘s activities or image.

Individuai's commitment to the Institute was very high and he/she did not have any

strong set of beliefs about how thingsisho‘uld be done. Team work developed in a

natural manner and it was heightened by selected processes of work which IIMA

happened to adopt.

Therefore, IIMA naturally grew much faster in terms of faculty strength as well as

in terms of building a "differentiai“.image for itself.

Foreign Visiting Faculty Members in the Initiai Years

At HMC, the first set of three" Sloan School faculty membersiconsisted of one

senior faculty member (who later on became Dean of Sloan School) and two

comparatively junior faculty members. One of the younger faculty members had to

leave India in his second year of stay because of illness. Additional faculty

members invited for an year or two or for a period of 2 to 8 months from either

MIT Sloan School or other well known US business schools were the type who

were well known senior faculty members in those US schoois.

At IIMA, the first set of three individuals who came to stay were doctoral

candidates at Harvard Business School. Of course the leader of HBS team (Prof

Hairy Hansen) spent only two to three weeks on each visit. After about two years,

a senior HBS faculty member came for a few years stay at IIMA. A retired faculty

member (Professor Emeritus) then came to Ahmedabad and spent a year. After
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four ycms another junior faculty member came to stay fox few years For teaching

in executive development programmes seasoned HBS {acuity members came to

I teach for two to four weeks.

In my opinion, it was very easy to interact with foreign faculty members at IIMA

than at IIMC. Probably Indian facalty members at IIMA felt very comfortable as

the foreign'faculty members were only doctoral candidates at HBS. At IIMC few

of the Indian faculty members with stature did not feel any need to seriously

interact with foreign faculty members. Other Indian faculty members, though felt a

strong need to interact with foreign faculty members, found it somewhat difficult to

interact becahse of the perceived high strength of foreign faculty member in his

"specific field of interest". The role the HES doctoral candidates at IIMA were

defining for themselves was to be of utmost help to Indian faculty members.

They did not have any preconceived set of ideas about which they felt very

strongly. Hence they appeared v_ety flexible and ready to listen to whatever

"thoughts" Indian faculty members had on any matter.

Support Avaiiable‘ from industrial Organizations

At IIMC very serious effort was thade by the key decision makers to obtain

industry support. They approached various Calcutta business groups like Birlas,

Bangms, Thapars, Sahu Jains and so on. For a variety of reasons none of these

groups really cared for HMC’S growth. As Dr Ram Tameja was Personnel

Director at Sahu Jain group, two of the young Jains took some casual interest. Dr

Ram Tameja had earlier worked as Director of a small business school in U.S.

Only Sir Lindsay, Managing Direetor of Metal Box, gave all the possible support.

IIMC used Metal Box company’s facilities fof some of its activities in the first few

years.

At IIMA, the picture was significantly different probably due to the fact that

industry/scienee'leaders as well as Gujarat Government had played a very forceful

role in getting "Ahmedabad" selected as a location for an IIM in Western India.
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The textile inili‘owners association decided to give a substantial sum of money as

"donation" to lIMA. Kasturhhai Lalhhai (patriarch of Lulbhai group) offered his

services to act as a Chairman of liMA‘s Buiiding Committee and thus took

responsibility to ensure timely and efficient compietion of campus and housing.

3 Several industrial unitsrin Ahmeda-bad and Baroda allowed themseives to be used

as sources for developing management cases to be used at IIMA.

4 Later, when IIMA Society was organised many of the units dohated considerable

amount of money and became members of this society.

Seiected Processes

rriculum Bevetopmettt

postgraduate programme curriculum development, the discussion differed significantly

ween the two institutes. IIMC considered an alternative programme calledJEDP

tier Executive Development Programme) but later switched to tegular post—graduate

gramme open to everybody with or without industty experience. At EMA, it was

ided to offer a two—year programme similar to the one offered at HBS.

:rnember interesting discussions I happened to participate at HMC. The faculty

nbers specialising in quantitative field argued that about 70% to 75% of the total time

ilable should be devoted to Quantitative areas/topics. They genuinely believed and

16d about various subjects and topics to be included in the curriculum. The faculty

up consisting of members who were specialists in one of the social sciences like

chology, Sociology etc (could be called in our. language Organizational Behaviour

Jp) argued that subjects and topics they suggested would requite about 65% to 70% of

total time available. As there were no functional areas' champions, there was very

: of "production", "marketing", "finance" area (applied) topics suggested to be

uded. 'Of course, the final curriculum which HMC adopted was significantly different

n what was indicated in these discussions. The foreign faeulty believed that IIMC
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‘ucuh should have full freedom to‘eyolve whatever ‘curriculum' the? thmwht fit.3’ , ) l:

Whatever was being done at Sloan School was given as an input.

At IIMA, however, there was not that intense. completely afresh, discussion. As IIMA , -’

was going to use case method of learning as an important vehicle, the H83 experience

was the major experience to draw from. IIMA faculty decided to follow the HHS pattern.

There was considerable emphasis on "functional" areas like Production. Marketing, and

Finance. They also decided to use ‘Business Policy’ as another area to integrate learning

from several courses.

At IIMA. curriculum development process was probably much smoother and quicker ~

may be because a tested and tried model was available. The focus was on selecting

"relevant topics" in each area, and developing appropriate Indian case material for these

topics.

Teaching Material Preparation

Teaching material preparation at IIMC and IIMA differed considerably as IIMA had.

decided to use case method of learning as a principal vehicle. I do not have detailed

bowledge of the nature of teaching material preparation at IIMC, but would suspect that

faculty members there drew upon management science journals, articles, etc as a basis for

discussion/lecture. These articles do not have to be as contextually based as those

published in India or based on Indian researches. Articles published in all the reputed

journals throughout the world could be used as a base/source.‘ Organising and sequencing

of these into a sensible stream would probably be the major task of material preparation.

At IIMA, the effort was different. Each faculty member had to identify an organization

which had faced a particular kind of management problem, which could be of interest as a

topic in a subject area. Then he was expected to approach the organization and prepare

description of such a situation as a teachable case. In addition, the faculty member was

expected to prepare technical note which is nothing but a description of management

practices foliowed by organizations in India about a particular "topic", "decision area“ or
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“industry”. This kind of effort helped llMA faculty member to appreciate and' understand

the Indian management practices and come very’close to looking at "issues" from the

Indian practicing manager's point of view. They also became aware of some of the '

interesting "nuances" of managing specific tasksgfunctions in Indian organizations._

Another practice which IIMA faculty member used in the early years was to carry out a

"mock teaching" exercise on the case written by him. In this mock teaching exercise other

faculty members of IIMA and several research associates actedras participants. There

were probably unintended consequences of this practice. First, every faculty member

came to know as to what most of the other faculty members were working on. - Second,

probably more important, a kind of group spirit which got generated because they

participated in these mock teaching sessions. I '

Faculty Orientation/Induction Process

At IIMA, in early years, somehow it was decided that each faculty member would spend

an year participating in HBS’s International Teachers Programme. This programme was

flexible in terms of each individual making out [his plan as to what courses he wanted to

attend out of the courses offered at RES in that period He would also decide what other

things he would like to accomplish by working on his own using HBS facilities or by

working with specific faculty members at HBS. A group of faculty rather than a single

faculty member made such visits to HBS. For example, in 1964-65 when I went for ITP,

we were eight faculty members from IIMA. Again this led to' lot of interactions among

the visiting group of IIMA faculty members which, in turn, probably lead to more

cohesiveness among them as also fostered some kind of team spirit.

In IIMC the process was quite different. If a specific individual thought that he would like

to go to Sloan School and spend sometime there, arrangement would be made accordingly.

It was therefore a good deal "individualistic" programme where only one individual went

to USA at one point of time. All put together very few IIMC faculty members went to

some US school in those beginning years. The individual also decided as to what he

wanted to aCCOmplish there. He had a status similar to a faculty member of Sloan School,
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while at HBS, faculty members were treated as ‘participants’ in a programme.

Institution Building:_A Few Messages

I have presented my observations on four different aspects. There were many more

"aspects" on which things differed between these two Institutes. For example, staff union

got organised at IIMC within the first year of its operations, while at IIMA several years

passed before such unionisation took place. HMC was unlucky in terms of not having its

own campus and faculty residences on campus for about a decade, while in case of IIMA

land for campus was offered by the Gujarat Government before the Institute began. This

probably was one of the ‘moves’ which helped in the selection of Ahmedabad as a site for

HM in Western India. The ‘cultures’ of two cities were and are wide apart.

I think, these are a few "messages" about Institution Building activity "which one could. _ s,

derive from the foregoing description of events.
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BUILDING ON A SOLID FOUNDATION

‘Samuel ' Paul

The strategic decisions and interventions made in the early years of an academic

institution tend to have a decisive influence on its subsequent performance,- p'ractices and

sustainability. They usually have a profound impact not only on the direction in which the

institution will move, but also on the values and the norms of behaviour oi" the

‘stakeholders involved. In this paper, I shall attempt a brief interpretation of some of the

key decisions, interventions and processes that occurred in IIMA in its early years.

Needless to say, reminiscences of this nature tend to highlight some—dimensions of what

happened and their significance while ignoring others- Though an active participant in the

early developmental phase of HMA, I could not possibly have observed or understood all

the events and processes as they unfolded Nor could I claim to be a totally unbiased

participant!

There are three factors that set the course of the Institute’s conduct and performance in its

formative years. First, the concept of autonomy that the founders of the Institute (the set

of people who played a- key role in getting EMA off the ground) were able to put into

effect created an enabling environment for the fledgling organisation. Second, the

leadership of the Institute during this period made good use of the autonomy and created

the kind of space and incentive structure that the faculty and other coustituents needed to

move forward. Third, the early role of the faculty in IIMA’s governance was unique and

set in motion processes that were critical to the Institution’s sustainability.

The Balance Between Autonomy and Accountability

The semi—autonomous status that was bestowed on the Institute at its founding by the

Government of lndia ((301) was by no means an accident. The concept of a partnership

between (301, the Government of Gujarat, and Indian industry, the creation of an IIMA

Society consisting of the donor members from industry, contributions in meney or in kind

by all the partners involved; their representation’on the Board of Governors of the _ _

Institute, enlistment of the Ford Foundation’s support in terms of funds and collaboration
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with the Harvard Business School, and the early efforts to muster support to the Institute

from business enterprises (as clients of its services) can all be interpreted as part of a

deliberate strategy to win the kind of autonomy appropriate to an organisation with a

mission to pioneer the relatively new field (at that time) of management education.

Although other institutions such as HTS and universities might also be called semi—

autonomous, they did not share most of these elements, and their practices and norms

differed from IIMA’S in significant respects.

Vikram Sarabhai was undoubtedly the key actor responsible for articulating and pursuing

this strategy. In this endeavour, he did not work alone. Chandiramani in the Union

Ministry of Education, Thakker in the Planning Commission, and Kasturbhai Lalbhai in

industry were actiye collaborators in the process. Without the commitment and

interventions of senior government officials, this concept of partnership and the

willingness of GOT to permit a high degree of flexibility to the new institute would not

have materialised‘: They had to have a good understanding of the nature of business of the

instituteto agree to limit the representation of government on the Board and to permit

practices that varied from those of other academic institutions under 601 control.

Autonomy manifested itself in important ways; in the Institute’s governance. The Board’s

composition, which reflected the partnership referred to above, ensured that the practices

and norms adopted by the new ihstitute could depart from those familiar to_ government

representatives. Other types of experiences and organisational perspectives were lorown to

the Board and [I'MA benefited from the pluralism and tolerance for flexibility that
underpinned this diyersity; As leaders drawn from different walks of life, Board members

appreciated the importance of leaving the Institute’s Director adequate Space for coming

up with strategies and programmes instead of dictating policies or interfering in

operational matters. In the early years, the Director did have an influence on the choice of

the Chairman of the Board through the advice he provided to (301 and the Gujarat

Government, though he. had no formal role. In part, this is a case of earning effective

autonomy through a reiationship of trust that was established between those who have the

power'to give autonomy and those who expected to use it.
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The balance that was struck between autonomy and accountability in the process was a

delicate one, one that could be easily upset if the process was poorly managed. The

concerns of the Board were generally more with the new Institute's goals, directions,

reputation and resources. It seldom took interestin interhal decisions of the Director nor

did it question the decisions of its oWneommittees. But when a crisis oecuned, the Board

was anxious to understand what happened and to question those involved. In one case

that pertained to the unfortunate dismissal of a faculty member arising out of performance

evaluation, some Board members demanded a review of the decision and of the policy on

evaluation. Others, however, maintained that the Board’s role was to approve the policy

and satisfy itself about the fairness of the process and not to get entangled in the specifics

of individual decisions. Finally, the latter- view was upheld by the Board, a vindication of

the role it had always played. We have here a delicate balance between autonomy and

accountability. Much depends on the trust that exists. between the parties, those who take

decisions and those 'Iwho oversee them, the quality of the relationship'and how it is

managed do make a difference.

Leadership Style

IIMA was fortunate that it had leaders of the calibre of Vikram Sarabhai and Ravi Matthai

in its early years. Their personal qualities as leaders, their informality and ability to

motivate people matched the needs of the young people who constituted the majority of‘

the faculty and staff. More importantly, they helped create the autOnomy the institute
enjoyed and made good use of it. The net result was that they provided the kind of space

and linkages the faculty needed to actively pursue the goals of the Institute. The collegial

style of working they established, the value they attached to academic freedom and the

right to dissent, and their concern about performance as against procedures had a strong

influence on the faculty nomithstanding the interpersonal jealousies and squabbles within

groups. As a part—time Director, Vikrarn was unable to spend much time at the Institute.

But some of the signals and values he gave to the faculty within these eonstraints were

remarkable. At one of the early faculty meetings on PC? admission policy, Vikrarn

argued strongly for admitting only students with post—graduate qualifications. The faculty,

many of whom had returned from overseas training, vehemently opposed this idea. After
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a heated debate on the subject and with very few converts on his side, Vikmrn pulled out

his white handkerchief and waved it in the air with asmile signalling his surrender!

There are not many institutions where a leader would have behaved this way.

Ravi, being a full~time DirectGr, had far more opportunities to interact with and influence

faculty thinking and values than Vikram. The continuity he provided in termsof internal

processes and behavioural norms was remarkable and provided me a firm foundation to

operate fiom wheu I became Directorin 1972. As there are other papers in this volume

that elaborate on Ravi’ s contributions, I shall not dwell further on his leadership qualifies-

Suffice it to say that for him leading meant facilitating, supporting ahdproviding space for

others. Hehad firm views on many issues, but was Open to ideas and willing to be

challenged by anyone irrespective of rank. He thought about succession and did not cling

tohis tenure. The faculty committee he set up to think about the Institute’s future was

timed to precede his stepping down from directorship. Alt these are examples of the

creation by a leader of new values, norms and practices to influence behaviour and

enhance institutional sustainability.

Faculty’s Role in the Institute’s Governance

Given the accent on autonomy and the quality of leadership at IIMA, it is not surprising

that the faculty played an active role in the Institute’s governance from the very

beginning. The influence of the collaborating institutionhthe Harvard Business School,

certainly reinforced this feature. There was nothing in IIMA’s charter or its formal rates

that granted this role to the faculty. Rather it emerged from a consensus-among those

who initiated and supported this venture that it is the proper thing to do given the mission

of the Institute. Strictly speaking, all major decisions on policies, programmes and

standards belonged to the Board and the Director. But the de facto group that dominated

these decisions was the faculty. '

Here again, certain processes and norms were being developed and tested in a trial and

error fashion. Faculty meetings were used to test the limits. For example, decisions on

management development progiamrnes (MDPS) were made mostly by the Director in the
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early years. The faculty challenged this notion repeatedly, but with little success.

Meanwhile, the faculty decided on most matters concerning PGP. With hindsight, one can

see that the faculty was being tested out on PGP grounds; MDPs in the early years were

considered more sensitive with the Director yielding his role only gradually to a faculty

group. The same‘appiies to faculty evaluation which generated sharp debates ‘in facuity’

meetings early) on. Criteria were often unclear or unstateci; interpersonal competition

exacerbated suspicions about favouritism. Debate$ on this subject. were encouraged in

faculty meetings. Policy statements and criteria began to be articulated as part of the

process. It took a while before formal faculty involvement in evaluation took effect.

There was a perceptible pattern in the way faculty roles evolved. Faculty started with an

active role in certain activities/programmes’in |which‘ they were heavily h1volved.- They

planned, managed and established norms and practices with referehce to them. Other

areas/activities were progressively added often in response to demands and a readiness to

deal with them. Learning by doing was clearly going on. Matching of authority with

responsibilities as they evoived was also in evidence. The pacewas not quickened when

there was a mismatch, notwithstanding the impatience shown by the faculty.

How did the faculty get ready to play this role? There Was a core group of faculty in the

early years who had gone through similar experiences at the Harvard Business School.

There were some others who had attended other business schools. Some common notions

:11 faculty roles werelthus shared by a fair nurriber of faculty. This Was reinforced by

visiting faculty from abroad. Many participants in the process were thus familiar with the

mplications of the roles they were being asked to piay. Working together on these issues

)pened the eyes of those who had not necessarily gone through the experience others had.

[‘he decision making and management reSponsibilities given to the faculty were balanced

)y the Director’s expectatiou that they were to be accountable for results. The process thus

:ncouraged a sharing of norms among the faculty about their role in the Institute’s

governance and much learning ’about working together with different stakeholders

esponsibly in the pursuit of common objectives. It was a process that started with the

Ilanning and management of a basic activity, namely, PGP, and that gradually moved on

0 cover other activities such as faculty evaluation and planning for the future directions of

he Institute.

  



New Issues and Challenges

A dynamic institution needs to be sensitiVe to the problems and challenges emerging from

within and from the external environment. The existenee of a good foundation does not

mean that one can put it on "autopilot“ and expect it to stay on course and flourish. ' In the

early 19703 when I became. Director, a new set of issues had emerged and the initial phase

of my tenure was devoted to their identification and diagnosis, and the development of

strategies to deal with them.

There were three categories of issues on the horizon. First of all, some gaps and

challenges on the academic front were evident. Two of them deserve special mention.

Except for the Institute’s work on agriculture through CMA, its focus was primarily on

business and industry. Meanwhile, public policy and programmatic attention in

Government was shifting significantly to povertyaileviation and to the more general issue

of strengthening public management. That there was no focal point within IIMA to deal

with this challenge was identified as a gap by internal committees. Similarly, the relative

importance given to research was considered inadequate. A beginning had already been

nade, but it was felt that a more systematic effort to support research and to disseminate

ts findings was in order given the lead national role of EMA.

iebond, some new problems were brewing on the internal management front. One had to

to with the fact that as a small institution the faculty had been used to the idea of dealing

vith the Director on a direct'and personal basis. This was fine in the early stages, but as

he faculty increased in number (say from 30 to 60 and 80), it became increasingly clear

hat one person at the top could not possibiy handle this lead and further that this ap-

troaeh was causing probiems and misunderstandings in the conduct of programmes. The

LGBd for formal mechanisms to assist the Director and to get others to share his

esponsibilities was also recognised by many of the faculty. A second concern pertained

3 the approach to faculty evaluation and the gaps in the process in relation to faculty

pals and plans. The system did not provide for the review of a person’s work against

that helshe was supposed to E10. The mitt of activities varied and for good reasons. A

tird issue had to do with the cumulative disputes between the management and the   
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support staff at the Institute. A stttfi union was already in existence but unrecognised by
the management Ravi, for personal reasons of his own refused to meet with the union
representatives There was therefore,n1uch discontent and a sense of alienation among
the staff This brewing crisis had to be dealt with using the opponunity of the change'in
leadership

The final set of issues had to do with IIMA'S ties to its stakeholders. Reference has
aiready been made to the IIMA Society, the initial set of industry donors who got the
venture started. Except for their four representatives on the Board, there were no active
links between Society members and the Institute. They are an important stakeholder ‘
potential donors and clients of services But they are scattered and consist of busy people.
How to cultivate them expand the Society membership and keep their interest in IIMA
alive was a new challenge. A more general issue along similar lines was the involvement
of enterprise managers who are potential employers of our graiiuates in improving our
programmes and their relevance. There was clearly a need to strengthen and diversify the
support of these different stakeholders to the Institute.

Strategic Responses

A number of decisions and actions were taken during the 1970s to deal with the gaps and
:haiienges outlined above This is not the place to elaborate on them in detail. A brief
'eference to the major responses will be made here as a point of departure for a discussion
1nd assessment of the experiences in initiating them. References made here to the
ieeisions, processes and problems involved do not imply any criticism of the persons who
iartieipated in the events, and all the usual disclaimers apply.

he creation of the Public Systems Group (PSG), the revamping of the Research Office
nd expanded dissemination of research findings through the working paper series, the
1itiation of Vikalpa, the convening of a national research conference, and the Launching of
1e Management Edtieation Programme (MEP) were responses to the ”academic _”gap
robiem referred to above. Faculty time for research was allocated and protected aiso
1rough the new planning process that was initiated after I became Director. PSG started
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modestly with a small core faculty with a few others offering part time invoivement (not

all of whom kept their word!). The underlying long term strategy was to expand the work

with support from the Ford Foundation and contract research funds.

On the management front, the single most important initiative was the appointment of a

dean to be in charge of the academic pianning function, and to work eloseiy with the

Director. This was a major departure from the status quo and evoked a variety of

responses from the faculty, the Administrative Officer and Programme Chairpersons. The

transition period was undoubtedly at trying and difficult period for the first Dean, Prof

Dwijendra Tripathi. Needless to say that I might have contributed to these problems too

unwittingly. We learned Wmuch as we went about resolving them. My summary

assessment is that the decision to give speeial attention to academic pianning and to

differentiate it formally from the overall management of the Institute was sound. That this

institutional mechanism continues to be in place after neariy two decades speaks for itself.

An important decision not unrelated to the Dean's appointment had to do with the faculty

evaluation system. In response to faculty concerns, the Director‘s appointments to the

evaluation committee took into account the confidential views of the faculty thus

iegitimising its role more than ever before. The Dean provided important inputs for

evaluation and was eventually made a member of the committee. Thus the integration

between planning and evaluation was strengthened.

There were a Series 'of responses to the staff union problem, an important subject by itself.

Not many know that one of the first meetings I had after I became Director was with a

small staff group. In spite of such overtures, staff probierns persisted for a considerable

period. Several confrontations oceuned including one with Mr George Fernandes who

then was the union‘s President. The main point to note here is that channeis of

Communication with the union were kept open and some ground fules for negotiation were

agreed upon. With hindsight and the benefit of international experience, my assessment of

our management-staff relations is that better intemai processes might have made it easier

for us to deal with this issue.
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On the question of stakeholders, two examples of our tfimnnses will suffice. One was the

practice of hoidhig am annual conference for Society members on selected themes. This

was semi asan occasion fete set of top mtmugcrs/entmpreneurs in the country to get

together with the faculty and other experts and :to get to know of the Institute's work

better. The second was the practice of bringing to the campus a set of practitioners to

jointly review the curricula of courses with the faculty. Their feedback was clearly useful

to the faeuhy. Their sense of participation was a way to stmngthen the Institute's bonds

with its external support and client groups.

Processes and Outcomes

The events, responses and facts narrated above are useful in getting a sense of the kinds of

processes at work during a certain phase in the Institute's history. The approaches and

processes used to get to the outcomes we had were seldom documented or publicised at

the time. With the benefit of hindsight, what can we conclude and learn from these
I

experiences?

1 The consultative and collegial processes established very early on at EMA were a

source of strength during my tenure as Director. Major shifts such as the

appointment of Dean (Planning), the creation of P56 and MEP would have been

uphiii tasks without a strong faculty consensus and involvement. A faculty

committee appointed before Ravi left the Directorship legitimised the separation of

the planning function.

The negative side of this highly_ patticipativeapproach was the enormous time

some of these processes took. The expansion in the Institute's activities and

faculty size exacerbated this problem; It was essential under these conditions to

have an understanding that certain decisions/actions might be Ieft t0 the Director or

smaller faculty groups without the expectation that all such matters needed to be

considered again by the whole faculty.

The foregoing assessment is based on my personal observations and experience as
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one who was actively involved in the Institute processes. I have no regrets about
the time invested in sustaining these processes. But it is useful for those who
came to the Institute later and indeed for the rest of the world to know that such
efforts do entail personal costs to the actors involved (in the present case for the
faculty and Director). What accounts for their willingness to incur these costs?
Different people may have different perceptions of what happened. My own
interpretation is that a strong commitment to achieve certain common. goals, a
willingness to work together in spite of occasional conflicts, mutual trust and
confidence in fair play do explain the behaviour of the colleagues I worked with; I
firmly believe that if these factors were absent or if trust and confidence were
violated, it would have been diffieult to sustain the Institute’s culture and
processes. The orchestration of these factors is an important function of the
leadei‘ship in any institution.

Some progress towards formalisation and streamlining of certain internal processes
was in fact achieved in the 19703 as is evident from the acceptance of a
differentiated planning function. But the new division of labour took some time to
be worked out and made effective. Other actors on the scene felt that their power,
flexibility and aceess to the Director were eroded by the appointment of the Dean.
Sorting this problem out required a lot of listening by the Director to the parties
involyed, and slowing the pace of change as appropriate. One major problem was
how to draw the line between planning and the power to decide or to act. Again,
there was a need here to make judgments, to hold back on occasions, and to test
the waters in other cases rather than to announce explicit guidelines ahead of the
decisions and situations A lesson here is for all parties to understand that a major
structural change of this kind would require some time to be finetuned and that
compromises and willingness to adapt are essential to the success of the
experiment. Other signals given by the Director are also ir'npertant. For instance,
it was useful not to create the impression that the Dean was his deputy and might
act for him in his absence mainly to allay the fear among some faculty that he
might usurp more powers. Confidence and cIarifications are to be provided
through such signals and behaviour and not solely through formal job descriptions
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Similar issues about the clarification of new toies can arise at any level. Mention

has already been made of the way the Board's functions and roles evolved.

Though these traditions and practices were reasonably well known, as the

membership kept changing, there were often problems with new persons who did

not quite understand how the Board functioned. An exceedingly sensitive ease

invoiveda member, a good friend of mine, who was upset that I was unable to

respond to him satisfactorily on the issue of a student’s admission. He felt that

justice was net done to the student. I did inquire into the matter and conveyed to

him that nothing untoward had happened and that reopening of what the

admissions cornmittee did was unwatranted. Even so, he complained to the

Chairman of the Board who also got a bit agitated about this episode. At the-

latter‘s. suggestion, I agreed to put this matter up for discussion at the next Board

meeting. The name of the Board member involved was not divulged, but the

matter was discussed at the next meeting. To my surprise, the rest of the Board

was unanimous in refusing to discuss the specifics of an individual admission case. -

They reaff’u'med that the Board might ask for a review of the'poiiey ifiany’one had

questions and that the selection process was not to be interfered with by anyone,

not even Board members. I had no prior discussions on this matter with any Board
memberfiexcept the Chairman with whom I had to agtee ‘on the agenda. Good

traditions, norms and practices gain in strength by such reaff'umation. No amount

of exhortation or symbolic statements are substitute for these telling transactions.

The match between responsibility and accountability for the faculty that IIMA has

been able to approximate over the years has been a positive feature for the most

part. The autonomy of action enjoyed by the faculty has its basis in the presumed

existence of this match. It certainly has had a positive impact on the motivation of

faculty and the time they were willing to put into their activities.- But this is a two

edged sword. If the match is imaginary, the autonomy is undeserved and

misplaced. It can be abused and its public cost is high. If the match in fact exists,

' it simpiifies the management of the academic institution and eliminates the need
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for a heavy handed bureaucmey. In fact, the faculty groups responsible for

different programs/activities have shown that they can monitor and review what

goes on and take corrective action. They did not indulge in passing the buck or

looking for seapegoats. if anything, they fought to retain their autonomy and on‘

the whole showed a willingness to be accountable. In the process, they may have

taken on more administrative loads than they should. The Director has been a

facilitatiir of the process, encouraging teamwork. Overall. my sense is that the

leadership paid more attention to this match at the faculty level than at the level of

general administration. A price may have been paid for this lapse, but it is never

too late to mend one’s ways.

It is instructive to look back and see which of the initiatives/responses of the 19703

have remained. The Dean’s office, PSG and MBP have survived. I am not sure

that the research conference, the Society conference and some other processes

started then have continued. Incidentally, the investment in activating the Society

did pay dividends in terms of fund raising especially for the new Management

Development Centre (MDC). It will be presumptuous on my part to attempt a

diagnosis of what happened. Many factors and constraints were clearly at work.

But there is an obvious distinction I have noted between the two categories. The

surviving set eonsists of activities with their own constituencies, and once set in

motion, tend to gain momentum from their support and the financial stakes

involved. The non—sunivors are weak in terms of their constituencies and are

often external to the Institute. Financial stakes and repetitive activities are not

involved; These will be sustained only when the leadership takes special interest in

their adaptation and continuance. In fact, it may be a mistake perhaps to continue

them in the same form. The trick is to invent new responses if the problem or

need is real. And that is a role only leaders can play.
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PREREQUISITES 0F INSTITUTION BUILDING.

‘ Ravi Matthai

Come I to speak at Caesar’s funeral!

I am very grateful to you Mr Kirloskar, Mr Lalbhai, Dr Paul and Amish, for the very kind

thoughts that you have expressed As Mr Laibhai said, I had protested against such a

function being held since it would go against the notion of a quiet and smooth'handover.

However, having said that, I am very deeply touched and I would like to thank all of you

very much indeed for this gesture.

It’s customary at this sort of function for the outgoing person to beg the forgiveness of 31

those who he might have hurt in any way during his tenure. I do not intend to apologise.

Anything that I did, I did with a clear conscience, and in the belief that it was good for

the Institute. My hope is that we are still friends.

I have said it before on many occasions and I say it again now ~ and Idon’t'mean this in

terms of either idle modesty or flattery - that all that has been created here you have

created. I mean this very genuinely. The faculty have created the standard of academic

excellence and the standard of integrity. They have been supported by, I think, one of the

abiest groups of staff that I have seen in any institution. Our students have created a

tradition of which any one of us can be proud, and I am sure the present group of students

and those to come wili continue to improve upon this tradition. Therefore, though you use

this occasion to do me honour, may I use this occasion to do you honour.

There are many others outside the Ihstitute who have helped quietly and silentiy and many

of you don’t know the extent to which we should be grateful to them. The members of

the Board and Society, and, above all, I would mention Mr Kasttirbhai Laibhai, who has

been a tremendous source of support and strength to me in everything that I have done.

 

’ Speech delivered at a function held on October 9, 1972 to felicitate Prof Matthaj after he

reiinquished the Directorship 0f IIMA.
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Without his help, I am quite sure that I would have been seriousiy handicapped. May I
thank you very much indeed, Mr Lalbhai?

There are others who are no longer in the positions that they held when they helped us. A
person in particular to whom I would Defer is Mr GK Chandiramani, who used to be
Additional Secretary in the Ministry of Education, New Delhi. He had a breadth of
vision, a wiiiingness to support an idea and the willingness to support a group of people to
build an idea. Without his help, again, there would have been many more stumbling
blocks than in fact there were.

I would like to recall our friends from the Harvard Business School, particularly the late
Prof Warren Haynes, who spent a long time with us and in fact was instrumental, with the
faculty who were with us in those days, in setting up the Post Graduate Programme.
There were the two Georges of the HBS - the Dean and the Associate Dean - George
Baker and George Lombard; Harry Hansen; John Deanden; and many others.

I would like to recall my friends in the Ford Foundation — Doug Ensminger, who is back
in the United States; Sam Bunker; Hany-Wilhelm; and Peter Geithner. Again, the Ford
Foundation did a tremendous amount to help us.

In referring to ali these and the many others who helped us, I am suggesting that no
institution is built by a man. It is built by people working with a common purpose, and it
is in that sense that I honour that group of people - the faculty, the staff, the students, and
all those outside the Institute who helped us It is to them that honour is due.

I think this is a good institution. 'bver the years, under the directorship of Dr Paul and
those who succeed him, this can become a gem institution. I would suggest that there
are, perhaps, four prerequisites of such success. The fi_rs_t_ I would say is freedom. It is
my belief that creative individuals can develop best in an atrnOSphere of freedom. But
freedom, to my mind is not the freedom won yesterday. The poet Lowell described
freedom as the dead seeds of yesterday’s flowers. Let us not try to preserve the freedom
that we won in the past in the hope that we ean"bank" freedom. To my mind, freedom is
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won every day. every month, every year. It is won by our hccomplishments, not by
assuming that we are better than anybody else. and that we should defend our fmedom and

build up institutional barriers against intrusions. I think we have seen enough institutions

in the country and elsewhere which by their own defences have bound themselves. I am
sure that we wiil not {all into the trap of defending freedom. Instead, I hope, we will

continue to achieve freedom.

The M aspect, which I think is a prerequisite of the possible gteatness of this

institution, is our sensitivity. Our faculty has discussed at considerable length the need for

us to respond to changes in the envirohment. Sometimes these responses will 'be in

anticipation of even a national recognition of a problem, and there is often a high risk

attached to this. I hope we continue to be sensitive and are capable of taking risks.

Again, it is taking these risks and the accomplishments that emerge that will make us free.

We ate codcemed in many ways with humanity. I hope we do not take a statistical view
of humanity. That, perhaps, is necessary sometimes. I think a part of our ethos that
makes us sensitive people is that humanity must have a face. We deal with people and we
deal with problems that people face. Whether it be people who determine national policy

or whether it be people running a very small organisation, we ate concerned with
humanity, but we are concerned with the faces that constitute humanity.

The £91133 prerequisite I would suggest is a sense of discrimination - not to confuse ends

and means, to be able to distinguish right and wrong, the appropriate and the

inappropriate, and to have a sense of the right timing. A great deal of what is attempted,
however good the idea and however wellvintentioned, fails because the sense of timing is

not right.

At convocation speeches, the faculty used to speculate as to whether I was going to recite
a poem or quote from the Bible. I shall now, if I may, quote from the Bible:
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To everything there .is a season

And a time to every purpose tinder heaven

Atimetobebomandatimetodie

A time to plant and a time to pluck up that which is planted

A time to break down and a time to build up ‘

A time to weep and a time to laugh

A time to get and a time to‘Iose.

Finally, I have often been asked whether the Institute is "committed" in the sense this

worci is commonly used in our country. If we are being asked as to whether we are

committed to an ideoiogy, my answer" is quite cieariy "No”. If we are being asked as to

whether we are committed to a task, the answer is unequivocally "Yes". I think that the

strength of our faculty, of our stufldents and of ali those who are associated with this

institution will not be in terms of the fashionable ideological loyaities that are so often

talked about, but'in terms of the faith we have'in ourselves to accomplish the tasks we set

and I would again quote to you the wellworn passage from Hamlet that never wears thin

for me:

This above all - to thine own self be true, ’

And it must follow, as the night the day,

Then eanst not then be false to any man.

Thank you.
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K Iihaltttclmryye

rof SK Bhuttuchttryyu joined the Indian Institute of Management, Ahmedabad in 1964.

ut his initiation into the werid' of management education started four years earlier when —

I quote him - he was nominated by the Department of Company Affairs in the Union

iinistry of Finance. where he was Corporate Finance Adviser, “to a team. of Management

1d Accounting professionals headed by Minoo Rustomji to study the management and

nancial practices in UK, Europeand USA". Except for a year (1969-70) when he was

isiting Professor at the Harvard Business School and subsequently Consulting‘Associate

ith McKinsey & Co_Inc, New York, Prof Bhattaeharyya was actively involved in various

:tivities of the Institute for over a decade and a half. In 1979 he left the Institute, -

:tablished his own consultancy firm, Management Structure and Systems, and settled

mm in Bombay. The reflective essay, The Early Years of Institutional Development,

iciuded in this volume is perhaps one of the last scholarly pieces he wrote before death

.tervened. He died a few weeks before the volume was due for publication.

esides teaching and research, Prof Bhattacharyya, who held the IFCI Chair of

[anagernent at the Institute, was management consultant to several large public and

ivate sector companies in India. Diverse and widely spread these enterprises coveted

lCh areas as Banidng, Engineering, Mining, Mazketing, Textiles, Teieeommunication,

tansportation, Processing Industry, and so on.‘ He also served in several government

mmittees in the areas of bank finance, capitai issue control, and management audit.

'of Bhattacharyya was highly respected by his students for his meticulous approach and

Immitment to achieving academic excellence. As a consultant, he offered holistic

sights on compiex organisational issues. He has left behind a rich legacy of professional

hievement distinguished by its vaiue to practising managers as well as those in

ademia.
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Ishwar Dayai

After completing his assignment as Founder Director of the fourth national level Institute
of Management, Lucknow in July 1988, Prof Ishwar Dayal has taken up a part time
position as Head of Research at Management Deveiopment Institute, Gilrgaon. He came
to teaching in 1963 after having worked for about 15 years in senior managerial positions
in industry.

Prior to his appointment in Lucknow, he was Dean, International Management Institute,
New Delhi; Chief Technical Adviser, iLO/UNDP project in Lagos Nigeria; Director,
Indian Institute of Public Administration, New Delhi; and Professor at Indian Institute of
Management, Calcutta and Iaterin Ahmedabad

He has served on the Corporate Boards of several organisations such as Bharat Electronics
Ltd, Indo-Burmah Petroleum, Indian Oil Corporation, and National 'Textile Corporation,

and has been consultant to many large organisations in India sxich as Life Insurance
Corpbration of India. State Bank of India, Indian Oii Corporation; Air India, Indian

Airlines, and Mafatlal Industries. He has served on several commissions and committees

of the central and state governments. His publications include 23 books and monographs

and over 250 papers in journals and periodicals in India and abroad.

DK Dmi

Dr DK Desai joined the Indian Institute of Management, Ahmedabad in 1963 as Professor.

(He was closely associated with Prof Matthai from the time the latter joined the Institute as
Director. Prof Matthai appointed him as Leader of the Agriculture and Cooperative

(AgCo) Group. It was Dr Desai who helped deveioping the AgCo Group into a fuila
fledged Centre for Management in Agriculture (CMA). He was Chairman of CMA till
1973 when he was appointed as GSFC Chair Professor. He joined World Bank in 1975‘as

Agricultural and Rural Development Adviser to the Government of Liberia; rejoined the

institute in 1980, «and retired in 1983 on superannuation.
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Besides several books and reports, Dr Desai has written and published numerous articles
in leading journals speciaiising on agricultural management and agricultural economics.
His Ph D thesis was published by the Indian Society of Agn'cultural Economics.

Michael Halse

Mr Miehaei Halse, a British national, studied Business Management at the Harvard
Business School. He spent several years in Burma and worked on the Burmese Paddy
Rice System. As a Ford Foundation Professor, he helped establish the AgCo Group at
IIMA. Subsequently, he worked with the National Dairy Development Board as FAQ
Adviser for some 15 years. During this period, he also got his DBA from the Harvard
Business School. He made significant contribution in evolving the programmes of the
National Dairy Development Board.

Ravi J Matthai

Prof Ravi J Matthai (1927-1984) was educated at Allahabad and Oxford Universities.
After graduating from Oxford University with a B.A.(Hons) in Economics, he started his
career as a marketing executive in a Calcutta—based firm but moved to academics as a
senior Professor of marketing at the Indian Institute of Management, Calcutta in 1963. In
1965 he was invited to join the Indian Institute of Management at Ahmedabad as
Director. IIMA was then still a relatively unknown and small institution but Prof
Matthai’s drive, imagination and indefatigable energy piaced it among the world's premier
management institutions. Having accomplished this task he voluntarily stepped down from
the leadership position in the Institute in 1972. As a professor at IIMA, he threw himself
headlong into a pioneering—innovative experiment in rural education which bore the
imprint of his entrepreneurial vision and selfless dedication.

The number of organisations which sought and received his advise and expertise was
indeed remarkable. He was associated'with more than 60 organisations. These included
private and public industrial corporations, committees and commissions of state and
central governments, institutions of higher education and research, foundations and
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nitmtury agencies.

iN Putlutk

‘rof-HN Pathttk joined the Indian Institute of Management, Ahmedabad in 1963. After

ompieting MI Se in Economics from the London School of Economics. he joined the

iujarat University in 1955 as Reader in Economics — a position he held till he joined the

nstitute as Professor in the Economics Area.

ii the Institute, he deveIOped and handled courses such as ‘Economic Development and

)ecision Making Growth Problems of Small Scaie Indusu'y', ‘Project Planning for

ndustzriat Development', and ‘Manager and the Indian Economy'. He was Editor of

ilumnus (1981-83), a quarterly publication of .-the Institute, member of Admission

Zommittee (1974-76), and coordinator of the ‘Management Development Programme for

tmail and Medium Enterprises’ (1970-82).

'rof Pathak retired in 1984 on superannuation and has since been associated with the

nstitute as Visiting'Faculty. His research publications include two monographs and a

umber of papers on problems of small enterprises.

iamuei Paui

Ir Samuel Paul joined the Indian Institute of Management, Ahmedabad'as Professor of

iconornies in 1963. He was the Institute’s Director from 1972-1978. In 1984, he left the

nstitute to join the World Bank in Washington as Adviser on Public Sector Management.

[e has been a visiting professor at Harvard and Princeton Universities and for a year was

Chief Technical Adviser to the International Labour Organisation. Prof Paul won the

‘.iggs Award in 1990 for outstanding contributions to the study of the pubh'c sector. In
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